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11. Robots with Flexible Elements
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Alessandro De Luca, Wayne J. Book

Design issues, dynamic modeling, trajectory planning, and feedback control problems are presented
for robot manipulators having components with
mechanical flexibility, either concentrated at the
joints or distributed along the links. The chapter
is divided accordingly into two main parts. Similarities or differences between the two types of
flexibility are pointed out wherever appropriate.
For robots with flexible joints, the dynamic model is derived in detail by following
a Lagrangian approach and possible simplified
versions are discussed. The problem of computing
the nominal torques that produce a desired robot
motion is then solved. Regulation and trajectory
tracking tasks are addressed by means of linear
and nonlinear feedback control designs.
For robots with flexible links, relevant factors
that lead to the consideration of distributed flexibility are analyzed. Dynamic models are presented,
based on the treatment of flexibility through
lumped elements, transfer matrices, or assumed
modes. Several specific issues are then highlighted,
including the selection of sensors, the model order

The standard assumption underlying robot kinematics,
dynamics, and control design is that manipulators consist only of rigid bodies (links and motion transmission
components). This is, however, an ideal situation that
may be considered valid only for slow motion and small
interacting forces. In practice, mechanical flexibility in
robot manipulators is present for two main reasons: the
use of compliant transmission elements and the reduction of the mass of the moving links through the use
of lightweight material and slender design. These two
kinds of flexibility introduce static and dynamic deflections between the position of the driving actuators and
the position of the manipulator end-effector. If flexibil-
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used for control design, and the generation of
effective commands that reduce or eliminate
residual vibrations in rest-to-rest maneuvers.
Feedback control alternatives are finally discussed.
In each of the two parts of this chapter, a section is devoted to the illustration of the original
references and to further readings on the subject.

ity is not taken into account when considering robot
design and control, a degradation of the overall expected performance of the robot typically occurs.
From a modeling point of view, flexibility can be assumed as concentrated at the robot joints or distributed
(in different ways) along the robot links. The dynamic
modeling steps are similar, with the need to introduce
additional generalized coordinates besides those used
to describe the rigid motion of the robot arm. However, the properties of the resulting models are quite
different from a control point of view. Therefore, the
case of robots with flexible joints and of robots with
flexible links are presented in this chapter mostly as
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separate items, pointing out similarities or structural
differences wherever appropriate. For both classes of
flexible robots, the relevant design issues, dynamic
modeling, inverse dynamics algorithms, and control
laws for set-point regulation and trajectory tracking will
be discussed. Indeed, joint and link flexibilities may

be present (and dynamically interact) at the same time.
Many of the presented results can be extended to this
case as well.
In the following, it is assumed that the reader is
already familiar with basic issues on kinematics, dynamics, and control of rigid robots (Chaps. 2, 3, 8).
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11.1 Robots with Flexible Joints
The presence of joint flexibility is common in current
industrial robots, when motion transmission/reduction
elements such as belts – (as in the selective compliant
assembly robot arm (SCARA) family), long shafts (as
in the forearm of the Unimation Puma arm), cables, harmonic drives, or cycloidal gears are used. The purpose
of these components is to allow relocation of the actuators next to the robot base, thus improving dynamic
efficiency, or to guarantee high reduction ratios with
power-efficient compact inline devices.
However, when subject to the forces/torques arising
in normal robot operation, these components are intrinsically flexible (e.g., the flexspline in harmonic drives;
Fig. 11.1) and introduce a time-varying displacement
between the position of the actuators and that of the
driven links. Without a specific control action, an oscillatory behavior, typically of small magnitude but at
a relatively high frequency, is observed at the robot endeffector level during free motion. Moreover, some form
of instability (e.g., chattering) may occur in tasks involving contact with the environment.
Recently, flexible actuation/transmission elements
have been deliberately selected in soft robots (such
as those driven by serial elastic actuation (SEA) or
variable stiffness actuation (VSA), Chap. 21) intended
for physical human–robot interaction and for achieving more natural motion characteristics. In fact, this
form of mechanical compliance guarantees an iner-

Wave generator

Flexspline

Circular spline

Fig. 11.1 The components of a harmonic drive

tial decoupling between the actuator and the (possibly, lightweight) link, thus reducing the kinetic energy
involved in undesired collisions with humans. Such
a safety-oriented mechanical design should be tradedoff with a more complex control design aimed at
preserving the same performance of rigid robots in
terms of speed and accuracy of the end-effector motion
(Chap. 69).
Figures 11.2 and 11.3 show two examples of robot
manipulators with flexible joints, the 8R robot Dex-

Fig. 11.2 The cable-driven robot Dexter by Scienzia
Machinale

Robots with Flexible Elements

alizing standard motion tasks is expected to be more
difficult than for rigid robots. Moreover, the implementation of a full state feedback law will require twice
the number of sensors, measuring quantities that are
before and after (or across) the joint deformation. On
the other hand, the motor torques used to command
the robot as well as the disturbance torques due to
joint flexibility perform work on the same joint axes
(they are physically collocated). It should be noted
that this is one relevant difference with respect to the
case of flexibility distributed along the links. This characteristic is very helpful for rejecting vibrations and
controlling the overall robot motion. Roughly speaking, we will be able to use input commands acting
before the source of flexibility to ensure that output
variables defined beyond the flexibility behave in a desired way.

11.1.1 Dynamic Modeling
Dynamic models that explicitly include joint flexibility are used to evaluate quantitatively vibratory effects superposed on the rigid motion, verify whether
the control laws obtained under the assumption of
joint rigidity can still work in practice (or to what
extent they should be modified), and enable the design of new model-based feedforward and feedback
controllers.
We consider a robot with flexible joints as an open
kinematic chain having N C 1 rigid bodies, the base and
the N links, interconnected by N (rotary or prismatic)
joints undergoing deflection, and actuated by N electrical drives. From a mechanical point of view, each
motor (with its stator and rotor) is an additional rigid
body with its inertial properties. All joints are considered to be flexible, though mixed situations may be
encountered due to the use of different transmission devices. When reduction gearings are present, they are
modeled as being placed before the joint deflection
occurs.
The following standard assumptions are made:
A1 Joint deflections are small, so that flexibility effects
are limited to the domain of linear elasticity.
A2 The actuators’ rotors are modeled as uniform bodies
having their center of mass on the rotation axis.
A3 Each motor is located on the robot arm in a position
preceding the driven link. (This can be generalized
to the case of multiple motors simultaneously driving multiple distal links.)

Fig. 11.3 The lightweight manipulator DLR LWR-III by

the German Aerospace Center

The first assumption supports the terminology of
robots with elastic joints often used in the literature.
The elasticity at joint i is modeled by a spring of stiff-
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ter and the 7R lightweight manipulator DLR LWR-III.
The first robot has motors 38 located inside the second link, with motion transmitted to the distal links
through steel cables and pulleys; the second robot has
a modular structure, with each motor integrated in the
associated joint and using an harmonic drive as reduction element. The joint stiffnesses of the Dexter robot
vary between 120 and 6300 N m=rad depending on the
joint, while for the DLR LWR-III manipulator, the range
is 600015 000 N m=rad. These numerical values refer
to deflections and associated torques evaluated after the
reduction gears.
Deflection of the flexible transmission elements can
be modeled as being concentrated at the joints of the
robot, thus limiting the complexity of the associated
equations of motion. When compared to the rigid case,
the dynamic model of robots with flexible joints (and
rigid links) requires twice the number of generalized coordinates to completely characterize the configuration
of all rigid bodies (motors and links) constituting the
arm.
As a result, the case of flexible joint robots is one example in which the number of control inputs is strictly
less than the number of mechanical degrees of freedom.
This suggests that the design of control schemes re-
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ness Ki > 0, which is torsional for rotational joints and
linear for translational ones. Figure 11.4 shows a single link driven by a motor through a rotational elastic
joint. Nonlinear stiffness characteristics for the flexible
joint can also be considered, provided that the map from
deflection to force is smooth and invertible. Assumption A2 is a basic requirement for the long life of an
electrical drive, and thus very reasonable. As we will
see, it implies that the inertia matrix and the gravity
term in the robot dynamic model will be independent of
the angular position of the motors. A typical arrangement of motors satisfying assumption A3 is shown in
Fig. 11.5. The simplest situation is when the i-th motor
moves link i and is mounted on link i  1 with its rotation axis aligned with the i-th joint. This is, for instance,
the case for the LWR-III manipulator. The dislocation
of the actuating motors along the structure has a great
influence on the structure of the dynamic equations of
motion.
For kinematic and dynamic analysis, 2N frames are
attached to the 2N moving rigid bodies (links and motors) in the robot chain: the link frames Li and the
motor frames Ri , for i D 1; : : : ; N (Fig. 11.5). For the
definition of the link frames Li , the standard Denavit–
Hartenberg convention can be used. The frames Ri are
attached to the motor stators, aligned with the axes of

τJ

Motor 1

is the torque transmitted to the i-th link through the
associated elastic spring (Fig. 11.4) – the quantity measured by a joint torque sensor, whenever present. Note
that for robots with flexible links, the set . ; ı/ is typically used in the dynamic modeling, where ı is the
vector of link deflection coordinates.
Following a Lagrangian approach, the single energy
contributions to the Lagrangian

Motor N
Joint 2

RN
Link 2

L2

L1

LN–1

Link N
LN

Joint N – 1
Link 0
base

Joint 1

For some considerations, it is also useful to define
the variable m , namely the N-vector of motor positions
before reduction, which are the quantities directly measured by encoders mounted on the motors. In the case
of a motor directly placed on the i-th joint axis, one has
Pm;i D ni Pi , where ni 1 is the reduction ratio at the i-th
joint. In addition, for i D 1; : : : ; N, the difference

J;i D Ki .i  qi /

Fig. 11.4 Schematic representation of an elastic joint

Link 1

1. The model will be formally independent of the reduction ratios.
2. These position variables will have a similar dynamic range.
3. The kinematics of the robot will be a function of
the link variables q only (these variables are already
beyond the joint flexibility) so that all issues related
to direct/inverse kinematics will be identical to the
case of fully rigid robots.

is the deflection at the i-th joint, while

θ

R1

where q is the N-vector of link positions and is the
N-vector of motor (i. e., rotor) positions, as reflected
through the transmission/reduction gears. This choice
of variables is quite convenient because:

ıi D qi  i

q

World
frame

symmetry of the motors and with the z-axis along the
spinning direction of the rotor.
Accordingly, 2N generalized coordinates will be
needed. A possible set of coordinates is given by
!
q
‚D
2 R2N ;

Joint N

Motor 2
R2

P  U.‚/
L D T .‚; ‚/
will be derived next.
The potential energy of the robot is due to gravity
and joint elasticity. The gravity part is related to the position of the barycenter of the links (each of mass mi )
and of the motors (of mass mri ). Because of assumption A2, the latter will be independent of . Thus,

Fig. 11.5 Arrangement of motors and links in an open kinematic

chain

Ugrav D Ugrav,link .q/ C Ugrav,motor .q/ :
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For the elastic part of the potential, because of assumption A1, we have
1
.q  /T K.q  / ;
2
K D diag.K1 ; : : : ; KN / :

Uelas D

U.‚/ D Ugrav .q/ C Uelas .q  / :

The kinetic energy of the robot is the sum of the
link and rotor contributions. For the links, there is no
difference with respect to the standard rigid robot case
and it will be sufficient to write in general
Tlink D

1 T
qP ML .q/Pq ;
2

(11.1)

with the positive-definite symmetric link inertia matrix ML .q/. For the rotors, some more details are needed
Trotor D

N
X
iD1

D

iD1

2

mri v Tri v ri C


1 Ri T Ri Ri
!r i Ir i !r i ;
2

1
1
Ir P 2 D Ir n2 P 2
2 1zz m;1 2 1zz 1 1
1
1
D mr2 `21 qP 21 C Ir2zz .Pq1 C Pm;2 /2
2
2
1
1
D mr2 `21 qP 21 C Ir2zz .Pq21 C 2n2 qP 1 P2 C n22 P22 / ;
2
2

Trotor1 D
Trotor2

Trotori

N 
X
1

where B is the constant diagonal inertia matrix collecting the rotors inertial components Iri zz around their
spinning axes, as reflected through the reduction ratios,
MR .q/ contains the rotor masses (and, possibly, the rotor inertial components along the other principal axes),
and the square matrix S.q/ expresses the inertial couplings between the rotors and the previous links in the
robot chain.
A simple example illustrates the derivation and the
actual expressions of the terms in (11.4). We also include the reduction elements to show how the rotor
inertial component around the spinning axis will appear
in the kinetic energy, weighted by different powers of
the reduction ratios. Consider a planar robot with two
rotational elastic joints, a first link of length `1 , and
motors mounted directly on the joint axes. The kinetic
energies of the two rotors are

leading to


(11.2)

where v ri is the linear velocity of the center of mass of
the i-th rotor and !ri is the angular velocity of the i-th
rotor body. All quantities in the angular contributions
in (11.2) are conveniently expressed in the local frame
Ri . According to assumption A2, the rotor inertia matrix
is then diagonal
Ri

Iri D diag.Irixx ; Iriyy ; Irizz / ;

with Irixx D Iriyy , while v ri can be expressed as a function of q and qP only. Moreover, due to assumption A3,
the angular velocity of the i-th rotor has the general expression
1
0
i1
0
X
Ri
!r i D
Jri ;j .q/Pqj C @ 0 A ;
(11.3)
jD1
Pm;i
where Jri ;j .q/ is the j-th column of the Jacobian relating the link velocities qP to the angular velocity of the
i-th rotor in the robot chain. By substituting (11.3) into
(11.2) and expressing P m in terms of P , it can be shown
that
Trotor D

1 T
qP MR .q/ C S.q/B1 ST .q/ qP
2
1 T
C qP T S.q/ P C P B P ;
2

(11.4)

BD

MR D

Ir1zz n21
0
mr2 `21
0



0
Ir2zz n22

0
;
0

;



0 Ir2zz n2
;
0
0


I
0
SB1 ST D r2zz
:
0
0
SD

In this specific case, the matrix S (as well as MR ) is
constant. Note that for large reduction ratios ni , the
dominant inertial effect due to the rotors is given by
the matrix B. Also, if the second motor was mounted
remotely on the first joint (as it is often the case in the
class of SCARA arms), or still close to the second joint
but with the spinning axis orthogonal to the axis of this
joint, then the matrix S would be zero.
In general, as a consequence of assumption A3,
the matrix S.q/ has always a strictly upper triangular
structure with a cascaded dependence of its nonzero
elements
S.q/ D
0
0 S12 S13 .q2 / S14 .q2 ; q3 /
B0 0
S24 .q3 /
S23
B
B0 0
0
S34
B
::
B :: ::
::
B: :
:
:
B
B0 0
0
:::
B
@0 0
0
:::
0 0
0
:::

:::
:::
:::
::
:

:::
:::
:::
::
:

0 SN2;N1
0
0
0
0

1
S1N .q2 ; ::: ; qN1 /
S2N .q3 ; ::: ; qN1 /C
C
S3N .q4 ; ::: ; qN1 / C
C
::
C
C:
:
C
SN2;N .qN1 / C
C
A
SN1;N
0

(11.5)
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As a result,
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Summing up, the total kinetic energy of the robot is
1 PT
P
‚ M.‚/‚
2

1  T
M.q/
T
P
D
qP
ST .q/
2

T D

S.q/
B

 
qP
P ;

the link side and on the motor side, and the damping
of the elastic springs at the joints. More general forms
of nonlinear friction  F can be considered. Note that,
in principle, friction acting on the motor side can be
fully compensated by a suitable choice of the control
torque , while this is not true for friction acting on the
link side, due to the noncollocation.
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with
M.q/ D ML .q/ C MR .q/ C S.q/B1 ST .q/ : (11.6)
As anticipated, the total inertia matrix M of the robot
depends only on q.
Using the Lagrange equations, finally yields the
complete dynamic model


M.q/
ST .q/

  

qR
S.q/
c.q; qP / C c1 .q; qP ; P /
C
R
B
c2 .q; qP /

  
g.q/ C K.q  /
0
C
D
;
K.  q/

(11.7)

where the inertial terms (related to the total inertia matrix M.q/), the Coriolis and centrifugal terms (collecP
tively denoted by ctot .‚; ‚/),
and the potential terms
.@U.‚/=@‚/T have been written separately. In particular, g.q/ D .@Ugrav .q/=@q/T while  J D K.  q/ is
the elastic torque transmitted through the joints.
The first N and the last N equations of the dynamic
model (11.7) are referred to as the link and the motor
equations, respectively.
On the right-hand side of (11.7), all nonconservative generalized forces should appear. When dissipative
effects are not considered, only the motor torque 
producing work on the variable is present (i. e., the
torques on the motor output shafts, amplified by the
reduction ratios) in the motor equations. If the robot
end-effector is in contact with the environment, the
zero on the right-hand side of the link equations should
be replaced by  ext D JT .q/F, where J.q/ is the robot
Jacobian and F the forces/torques acting from the environment on the robot.
In the presence of energy-dissipating effects, additional terms appear on the right-hand side of (11.7). For
instance, viscous friction at both sides of the transmissions and spring damping of the (visco)elastic joints
give rise to the vector term
!
Fq qP  D.Pq  P /
;
(11.8)
F P  D. P  qP /
where the diagonal, positive-definite matrices Fq , F ,
and D contain, respectively, the viscous coefficients on

Model Properties
P of velocityAll elements in the 2N-vector ctot .‚; ‚/
dependent terms in (11.7) are independent of the motor
position . The specific dependence of the N-vectors c,
c1 , and c2 follows from the general expression of the
components of ctot based on Christoffel symbols
"
#
T

1
@
Mi
M
@
T @Mi
P
P ;
P D ‚
‚

C
ctot;i .‚; ‚/
2
@‚
@‚
@‚ i
for i D 1; : : : ; 2N, where Mi is the i-th column of the
total inertia matrix M.‚/. In particular, the velocity vectors c1 and c2 arise only in the presence of
a configuration-dependent S.q/ matrix. Performing calculations, it can be shown that:
1. The vector c1 does not contain quadratic velocity
terms in qP or P , but only mixed quadratic terms Pi qPj .
2. When the matrix S is constant (in particular, zero),
both c1 and c2 vanish.
The dynamic model (11.7) also shares some properties of the rigid case, such as:





The model equations admit a linear parametrization
in terms of a suitable set of dynamic coefficients, including joint stiffnesses and motor inertias, which is
useful for model identification and adaptive control.
The Coriolis and centrifugal terms can always
P D C .‚; ‚/
P ‚,
P in such
be factorized as ctot .‚; ‚/
P  2C is skew-symmetric –
a way that matrix M
a property used in control analysis.
For robots having only rotational joints, the gradient of the gravity vector g.q/ is globally bounded in
norm by a constant.

Finally, when the joint stiffness is extremely large
(K ! 1), then ! q while  J ! . It is easy to check
that the dynamic model (11.7) collapses in the limit into
the standard model of fully rigid robots (including links
and motors).
Reduced Model
In general, the link and motor equations in (11.7) are
dynamically coupled through the elastic torque  J at
the joints, but also (at the acceleration level) via the inertial components of matrix S.q/ – usually a path of
low energy transfer. The presence and actual relevance
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A4 The angular velocity of the rotors is due only to
their own spinning, i. e.,
Ri


!r i D 0

0

Pm;i

T

;

i D 1; : : : ; N ;

As a result, the total angular kinetic energy of the
T
rotors is just 12 P B P (or S  0), and the dynamic
model (11.7) reduces to
M.q/Rq C c.q; qP / C g.q/ C K.q  / D 0
B R C K.  q/ D  ;

tor 1= 2  1 can be extracted as
KD



1
1 O
K D 2 diag KO 1 ; : : : ; KO N :
2



The slow subsystem is then given by the link equations,
once they are rewritten as
M.q/Rq C c.q; qP / C g.q/ D  J :

CM1 .q/Œc.q; qP / C g.q/ :

with M.q/ D ML .q/ C MR .q/. The main feature of this
model is that the link and motor equations are dynamically coupled only through the elastic torque  J . In
addition, the motor equations are now fully linear.
We note that the complete model (11.7) and the
reduced model (11.9) display different characteristics
with respect to certain control problems. In fact, the reduced model is always feedback linearizable by static
state feedback, whereas this is never the case for the
complete model as soon as a coupling S ¤ 0 is present.
Singular Perturbation Model
It is interesting to show the two-time-scale dynamic behavior that it is induced in robots with elastic joints
when the joint stiffness K is relatively large, but still
finite. This behavior can be made explicit by a simple
linear change of coordinates, namely replacing with
the joint torque  J . For the sake of simplicity, this is
illustrated on the reduced model only (without dissipation).
Since the diagonal joint stiffness matrix is assumed
to have large but similar elements, a common scalar fac-

(11.11)

For small , (11.10) and (11.11) represent a singularly
perturbed system. The two separate time scales governing the slow and fast dynamics are t and  D t=, since
d2  J
d2  J
D
:
2
dt
d 2

This model serves as a basis for composite control
schemes, where the control torque has the general form
 D  s .q; qP ; t/ C  f .q; qP ;  J ; P J / :

(11.9)

(11.10)

To obtain the dynamics of the fast subsystem, the joint
torque is differentiated twice, the motor and link accelerations are replaced from (11.9), and the above
O is used. This leads to
definition of K
˚

O B1   B1 C M1 .q/  J
 2 R J DK

 2 R J D  2

instead of the complete expression (11.3).
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This includes a slow action  s , designed when neglecting joint elasticity, and an additional action  f for
locally stabilizing the fast flexible dynamics around
a suitable manifold in the state space. It can be verified
that, when setting  D 0 in (11.10)–(11.12), the equivalent rigid robot model is recovered as
ŒM.q/ C B qR C c.q; qP / C g.q/ D  s :
A similar singular perturbation model (and control design) can also be derived for robot manipulators with
flexible links.

11.1.2 Inverse Dynamics
Given a desired motion of a robot, we wish to compute
the nominal torque needed to reproduce this motion in
ideal conditions (the inverse dynamics problem). Such
nominal torque can be used as the feedforward term in
a trajectory-tracking control law.
For rigid robots, the inverse dynamics is a straightforward algebraic computation obtained by replacing
the desired motion of the generalized coordinates in the
dynamic model. The minimum requirement for exact
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of these inertial couplings depend on the kinematic arrangement of the manipulator and, in particular, on the
specific placement of the motors and transmission devices. There are cases in which the matrix S is constant
(e.g., the planar case, as in the previous example, with
any number of links) or zero (e.g., for a single link with
elastic joint or for a robot with N D 2 links having the
two joint axes orthogonal and the motors mounted at the
joints). As a result, the dynamic equations will simplify
considerably.
For a generic robot with elastic joints, one can take
advantage of the presence of large reduction ratios (with
the ni ’s of the order of 100150) and simply neglect energy contributions due to the inertial couplings between
the motors and the links (see again the 2R planar example). This is equivalent to considering the following
simplifying assumption:

11.1 Robots with Flexible Joints
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reproduction is that the planned motion has a continuously differentiable desired velocity. For robots with
elastic joints, a motion task can be conveniently expressed in terms of a desired link trajectory q D qd .t/
(possibly obtained from the kinematic inversion of
a desired motion in Cartesian space). The additional
complexity lies in the fact that not all robot coordinates are directly assigned in this way, so that additional
derivations should be performed. This will require some
higher degree of smoothness of the desired trajectory
qd .t/ 2 Œ0; T, where the final time T may or may not be
finite.
Reduced Model
Consider first the case of the reduced model (11.7) and
set n.q; qP / D c.q; qP / C g.q/ for compactness. By evaluating the link equations on the desired link motion
M.qd /Rqd C n .qd ; qP d / C Kqd D K

d

;

(11.13)

the nominal position d of the motors associated with
the desired link motion is readily obtained. The nominal elastic torque at the joints is  J;d D K. d  qd /;
note that, from (11.13), this quantity can be expressed
as a function of qd , qP d , and qR d , which is independent
of K. Differentiating (11.13) leads to the expression for
the nominal motor velocity P d ,
P
qd C nP .qd ; qP d / C KPqd D K P d ;
M.qd /qŒ3
d C M.qd /R
(11.14)

where the notation yŒi D di y=dti is used. Differentiating
once more, we obtain
Œ3
P
M.qd /qŒ4
R .qd ; qP d /
d C 2M.qd /qd C n
h
i
R d / C K qR d D K R d ;
C M.q

(11.15)

(11.16)

where the extra contributions to the nominal torque of
the rigid case due to joint elasticity can be clearly recognized. The evaluation of  d involves the computation
of first- and second-order partial derivatives of the dynamic model terms. For instance, one needs to compute
ˇ
N
ˇ
X
@M
.q/
ˇ
i
P d .t/ D
MŒq
qP d .t/eTi ;
ˇ
@q ˇ
iD1

qDqd .t/

Complete Model
Some more analysis is needed for the model (11.9). For
ease of exposition, and without loss of generality, the
case of a constant matrix S is considered. When evaluating the link equations on the desired link motion
M.qd /Rqd C S R d C n .qd ; qP d / C Kqd D K

d

; (11.17)

the additional presence of the motor acceleration on
the left-hand side does not allow solving directly for
the motor position d as a function of .qd ; qP d ; qR d / only.
However, the strictly upper triangular structure (11.5)
of S allows one to define d componentwise, using the
scalar equations in (11.17) recursively. The N-th equation is in fact independent of R d ,
MTN .qd /Rqd C0T R d CnN .qd ; qP d /CKN qd;N D KN d;N ;

to be used in the motor equations evaluated along
the desired motion. After simplifications, the nominal
torque is obtained as
 d D ŒM.qd / C B qR d C n .qd ; qP d /
h
Œ3
P
C BK1 M.qd /qŒ4
d C 2M.qd /qd
i
R d /Rqd C nR .qd ; qP d / ;
CM.q

where ei is the i-th unit vector and Mi is the i-th column of matrix M.q/. This and other similar expressions
can be obtained by symbolic manipulation software.
From (11.16), it follows that the minimum requirement for the exact reproducibility of the desired motion
is that qd .t/ admits a continuously differentiable jerk
(i. e., that qŒ4
d .t/ exists in the time interval Œ0; T). Such
a smoother requirement should not come unexpected,
in view of the flexible nature of the system.
Similarly to the rigid case, a recursive numerical
Newton–Euler algorithm can be defined, which computes efficiently the inverse dynamics torque (11.16) in
O.N/ asymptotic complexity. For the reduced model of
robots with elastic joints, the algorithm involves forward recursion of motion variables up to the fourth
differential order and backward recursion of second
time derivatives of forces and torques.

so that this equation can be used to define
d;N D fN .qd ; qP d ; qR d /
and, after double differentiation, its second time derivative


:
Rd;N D fN00 qd ; qP d ; : : : ; qŒ4
d
In the .N  1/-th equation,
MTN1 .qd /Rqd C SN1;N Rd;N
C nN1 .qd ; qP d / C KN1 qd;N1 D KN1 d;N1 ;
the acceleration Rd;N has already been determined in the
previous step. Therefore, this equation can be used similarly to define


d;N1 D fN1 qd ; qP d ; : : : ; qŒ4
d
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and, after two time differentiations, also


00
Rd;N1 D fN1
qd ; qP d ; : : : ; qŒ6
:
d

and



Rd;1 D f100 qd ; qP d ; : : : ; qŒ2.NC1/
;
d

where the dependence on the highest possible differential degree of qd is shown. With R d D f 00 ./ made
available in this way, the nominal torque is finally
computed from the motor equations, again evaluated
along the desired motion. Using (11.17) to substitute
for K. d  qd / yields

 d D M.qd / C ST qR d C n .qd ; qP d /


C .B C S/ R d qd ; qP d ; : : : ; qŒ2.NC1/
:
d

As a result, the presence of inertial motor–link couplings considerably increases the complexity of the
solution to the inverse dynamics problem. The exact reproduction of a desired link trajectory by the nominal
torque in (11.18) requires that qd .t/ has a continuously differentiable .2N C 1/-th time derivative (i. e.,
that qŒ2.NC1/
.t/ exists in the time interval Œ0; T). For
d
rest-to-rest motions, this implies a trajectory plan that
imposes a very slow start and ending phases.
We finally remark that the possibility of expressing the evolution of the state and input of a system
algebraically in terms of the evolution of an output
variable (in our case q) and a finite number of its derivatives is sometimes referred to as the flatness property.
The above inverse dynamics analysis shows that q is
a flat output for robots with elastic joints modeled either by (11.7) or (11.9).
Note also that, when a constant qd is considered,
these computations all provide the same condition for
the associated motor position
D qd C K1 g.qd /

(11.19)

and nominal static torque
 d D g.qd / :



M.qd /Rqd C n .qd ; qP d / C D C Fq qP d C Kqd
D D Pd C K d ;
(11.21)

(11.18)

d

Presence of Dissipative Terms
Inclusion of dissipative terms in the inverse dynamics
deserves some additional comments. Any model of frictional effects acting on the motor side of the transmissions can be included in the computation without extra
requirements. Friction at the link side should instead be
described by a smooth model, because of the need to
differentiate the link equations. Thus, some functional
approximations may be needed (e.g., replacing discontinuous sign functions with hyperbolic tangents) before
including this term in (11.13) or (11.17).
On the other hand, the presence of a nonnegligible spring damping D in (11.8) changes the structure
of the computations. While this reduces the order of
the derivatives of qd involved, the problem itself will
become nonalgebraic; in fact, the inverse system will
require the use of the solution of a dynamical system,
albeit a simple one.
Consider for instance the model (11.9), including
now all the dissipative terms given in (11.8). When evaluating the link equations,

(11.20)

the motor velocity P d additionally appears on the righthand side. Differentiating (11.21) leads to
D R d C K Pd D wd ;

(11.22)

with
h
i
P
w d D M.qd /qŒ3
Rd
d C M.qd / C D C Fq q
C nP .qd ; qP d / C KPqd :
Equation (11.22) represents a first-order linear asymptotically stable dynamical system (internal dynamics), with state P d and forcing signal w d .t/. For
a given P d .0/, its solution P d .t/ and the associated solution derivative R d .t/ are needed to evaluate the nominal
torque in the motor equations. This yields
 d D M.qd /Rqd C n .qd ; qP d / C Fq qP d C B R d C F P d ;
where (11.21) has been used to replace the term D. P d 
qP d / C K. d  qd /. In this case, the desired link trajectory qd .t/ should have a continuously differentiable
acceleration (qŒ3
d should exist, since it is used in the definition of w d ). Note that any initialization P d .0/ of the
internal dynamics (11.22) is feasible (i. e., it produces
a specific torque profile  d .t/ yielding the same link
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Note that whenever SN1;N D 0, there will be no increase in the degree of the highest order derivatives
of qd within the functional dependence of d;N1 . This
argument also applies recursively to the following steps.
Proceeding backward through the link equations, the
scalar computations end up with the definition of


d;1 D f1 qd ; qP d ; : : : ; qŒ2N
d
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motion qd .t/), with the associated motor position d .0/
initialized from (11.21). Indeed, we should match the
actual initial state of the robot. For instance, starting
from an equilibrium state implies the unique choice
P d .0/ D 0.
A similar procedure can also be applied to the complete model (11.7) in the presence of spring damping.
Again a dynamical inverse system will be needed, while
the smoothness requirement on qd .t/ would be even
more dramatically reduced in that case.
We finally remark that, for robots with flexible
links, the inverse dynamics problem gives also rise to
an internal dynamics, independently of the presence of
modal damping. Moreover, when specifying a desired
motion for the tip of the flexible arm, the associated internal dynamics will be unstable and this critical issue
has to be tackled to determine a feasible solution.

11.1.3 Regulation Control
We now consider the problem of controlling the motion
of a robot with joint elasticity to a constant configuration. In this problem, no trajectory planning is involved
and a feedback law should be found that achieves
asymptotic stabilization of a desired closed-loop equilibrium. Global solutions (i. e., those valid when starting from any initial state) are indeed preferred.
From the analysis in the previous section, it should
be clear that one needs to define only a constant reference qd (with qP d .t/  0) for the link coordinates.
Motor velocity output
Magnitude (dB)
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50
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Fig. 11.6 Bode diagrams of the torque to motor velocity transfer

function

Single Elastic Joint Example
Consider a single link rotating on a horizontal plane
(thus, without gravity) and actuated with a motor
through an elastic joint coupling (Fig. 11.4). When viscous friction on motor and link side as well as damping
across the spring are included, the dynamic model is
M qR C D.Pq  P / C K.q   / C Fq qP D 0 ;
BR C D.P  qP / C K.  q/ C F P D  ;

Phase (deg)
100

–100 1
10

From (11.19), a unique reference d for the motor variables is in fact associated with the desired qd (which,
in turn, may result from a desired pose of the robot
end-effector). Furthermore, (11.20) provides the needed
static torque to be applied at steady state by any feasible
controller.
A major aspect of the presence of joint elasticity
is that the feedback part of the control law can depend in general on four variables for each joint: the
motor and link position, and the motor and link velocity. However, in most robots where joint elasticity is
not explicitly considered in the system design, at most
two sensors are available for measurement at the joints:
a position sensor (e.g., an encoder) and, in some cases,
a tachometer as a velocity sensor. When no velocity
sensors are present, velocity is typically reconstructed
by suitable numerical differentiation of high-resolution
position measurements. Due to the presence of joint
elasticity, the position/velocity quantities that are actually measured depend on where these sensors are
mounted in the motor/transmission assembly.
A single link driven through an elastic joint is introduced as a paradigmatic case study to show what can
be achieved using different sets of partial state measurements. This simple situation provides indications
on how to handle the general multilink case.
In the absence of gravity, it will be shown that
a proportional–derivative (PD) controller based only
on motor measurements is sufficient to achieve the desired regulation task. In the presence of gravity, various
gravity compensation schemes can be added to the PD
feedback controller. These control results mimic the situation of robots with rigid joints, once the convenient
quantities for use in the feedback have been identified.

where the same, now scalar, notation of Sect. 11.1.1
has been used. Since this system is described by linear equations, Laplace transforms are used to derive the
transfer functions of interest, namely from input torque
to motor position
Ms2 C .D C Fq /s C K
.s/
D
;
.s/
den.s/
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and from input torque to link position

Link velocity output

60

with the common denominator den.s/ given by

In the case of link position output, the transfer function
has a larger relative degree (or pole-zero excess). Figures 11.6 and 11.7 show typical frequency responses in
the two cases. For clarity, the outputs have been chosen at the velocity level. In the Bode diagram of the
magnitude for the motor velocity output, note the presence of an antiresonance/resonance behavior. Similarly,
there is a pure resonance (more pronounced for weak
or zero spring damping D) for the link velocity output.
The phase profile in Fig. 11.7, with a high-frequency lag
of 270ı , indicates the greater control difficulty encountered when closing the feedback loop on link quantities.
In experimental tests on a robot joint, such plots are
quite characteristic of the presence of concentrated joint
elasticity and can be used to assess the relevance of this
phenomenon and for identifying model parameters.
For the analysis of the stabilizing properties of different feedback arrangements, all dissipative effects
will be neglected in the following (D D Fq D F D 0
is anyway the worst case). Consider first the transfer
function relative to the motor position output
(11.23)

Apart from a double pole at the origin, this transfer
function has a pair of imaginary zeros and poles, with
the zero pair occurring at the so-called locked frequency
!1 D

K
;
M

which characterizes the oscillations occurring when the
motor is locked (  0), e.g., by a high-gain positional
feedback. This frequency is used to assess the performance limit of a simple PD control for the motor
variables. In order to achieve enough damping in the
closed-loop system, the bandwidth should be limited,
as a rule of thumb, to one-third of !1 . Faster transients
can be achieved only by taking into account the fourthorder dynamics of the elastic joint assembly. Note also
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Fig. 11.7 Bode diagrams of the torque to link velocity transfer func-

tion

that the frequency of the zero pair is always lower than
that of the pole pair in (11.23). This is related to the
passivity of the mapping from torque to motor velocity, a property useful for stability and robust or adaptive
control design.
Since the control objective is to regulate the link position output, we are also interested in the open-loop
transfer function
ˇ
q.s/ ˇˇ
K
D
:
(11.24)
.s/ ˇno diss ŒMB s2 C .M C B/K s2
This transfer function has no zeros (in fact, for this to
happen it is sufficient that D D 0) so that the relative
degree is now four, the maximum possible. We shall see
that the nonlinear counterpart of the absence of zeros
in (11.24) will play a relevant role also for trajectory
control in the multilink case of robots with elastic joints.
It is worth mentioning that this situation is completely different from the case in which the elastic
spring would be moved out of the joint and placed anywhere along the link – a simple one-mode approximate
model of link flexibility. In that case, the analogous
transfer function will possess a negative and a positive
real zero, symmetrically placed w.r.t. the origin (a nonminimum-phase system). This indicates the criticality
of a direct inversion of the system input–output map for
the execution of a desired link trajectory.
With the desired position given in terms of the link
variable qd , the most natural choice for the design of
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n

den.s/ D MB s3 C M.D C F / C B.D C Fq / s2

C .M C B/K C .Fq C F /D C Fq F s
o
C .Fq C F /K s :

r
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D
;
.s/
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ˇ
.s/ ˇˇ
Ms2 C K
D
:
ˇ
2
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a linear stabilizing feedback using one position and one
velocity variable, is to close a PD loop from the link
variables,


 D uq  KP;q q C KD;q qP ;

(11.25)
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with position and velocity gains KP;q and KD;q , and with
uq D KP;q qd being the external input used for defining
the set point. It is easy to verify that the closed-loop
poles will be unstable no matter how the gains are chosen, so that error feedback from link variables alone
should be avoided. In a similar way, also the combination of motor position and link velocity feedback is
always unstable.
Another mixed feedback strategy is to use link position and motor velocity


 D uq  KP;q q C KD;m P :

asymptotic stability and improve the transient behavior considerably; however, this would be obtained at the
cost of additional sensors and requires proper tuning of
the four gains.

(11.26)

This combination corresponds, e.g., to the case of
a tachometer integrated in a direct-current (DC) motor
and of an optical encoder placed on the load shaft for
sensing its position (without any knowledge about the
relevance of joint elasticity). Use of (11.26) leads to the
closed-loop characteristic equation
BMs4 C MKD;m s3 C .B C M/Ks2
C KKD;m s C KKP;q D 0 :
Using Routh’s criterion, asymptotic stability occurs
if and only if the motor velocity gain KD;m > 0 and
the link position gain satisfies 0 < KP;q < K, i. e., the
proportional feedback should not override the spring
stiffness. The existence of such an upper bound limits
the usefulness of this scheme.
Finally, consider performing feedback from the motor variables


 D u  KP;m  C KD;m P ;
(11.27)
with u D KP;m d D KP;m qd (due to the absence of
gravity). The closed-loop system will be asymptotically
stable provided that both KP;m and KD;m are strictly positive (and otherwise arbitrarily large). This favorable
situation lends itself to a convenient generalization in
the multilink case.
Note that other partial state feedback combinations
would be possible, depending on the available sensing
devices. For instance, mounting a strain gauge on the
transmission shaft provides a direct measure of the elastic torque J D K.  q/ for control use. Strain gauges
are also useful sensors for flexible links. Indeed, fullstate feedback may be designed so as to guarantee

PD Control Using only Motor Variables
For the general multilink case in the absence of gravity,
consider the PD control law based on motor position
and velocity feedback
 D KP .

d

 /  KD P ;

(11.28)

with symmetric (typically, diagonal) positive-definite
gain matrices KP and KD . Since g.q/  0, it follows
from (11.19) that the reference value for the motor position is d D qd (neither a joint deflection is present nor
an input torque is needed at steady state).
The control law (11.28) globally asymptotically stabilizes the desired equilibrium state q D D qd , qP D
P D 0. This can be shown through a Lyapunov argument, completed by the application of La Salle’s
theorem. In fact, a candidate Lyapunov function is given
by the sum of the total energy of the system (kinetic
plus elastic potential) and of the control energy due to
the proportional term (a virtual elastic potential energy)
VD

1 PT
P C 1 .q  /T K.q  /
‚ M.‚/‚
2
2
1
T
C . d  / KP . d  / 0 :
(11.29)
2

Computing the time derivative of V along the trajectories of the closed-loop system given by (11.7)
(or (11.9)) and (11.28), and taking into account the
P  2C , leads to
skew-symmetry of M
T
VP D  P KD P

0:

The inclusion of dissipative terms (viscous friction and
spring damping) would render VP even more negativesemidefinite. The analysis is completed by verifying
that the maximum invariant set contained in the set of
states such that VP D 0 (i. e., those with P D 0) collapses
into the desired unique equilibrium state.
We point out that an identical control law is able
to globally regulate, in the absence of gravity, robots
with flexible links to a desired joint configuration. In
that case, in (11.28) would be the rigid coordinates at
the base of the flexible links of the robot.
PD with Constant Gravity Compensation
The presence of gravity requires the addition of some
form of gravity compensation to the PD action (11.28).
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@g.q/
@q

˛;

8q 2 RN :

(11.30)

The norm of a matrix A.q/ is that induced by the Euclidean norm for vectors, i. e.,
p
kAk D max .AT A/ :
Inequality (11.30) implies that
kg.q1 /  g.q2 /k

˛kq1  q2 k ;

8q1 ; q2 2 RN :
(11.31)

In common practice, robot joints are never unrealistically soft. More precisely, they are stiff enough
to have, under the load of the robot’s own weight,
a unique equilibrium link position qe associated with
any assigned motor position e – the reverse of the relationship expressed by (11.19). This situation is by no
means restrictive, but will be stated for clarity as a further modeling assumption:
A5 The lowest joint stiffness is larger than the upper
bound on the gradient of gravity forces acting on
the robot, or
miniD1;:::;N Ki > ˛ :

with ˛ defined in (11.30). Taking into account the
diagonal structure of K and KP , and thanks to assumption A5, it is always possible to fulfill this condition
by increasing the smallest proportional gain in the controller (or, the smallest eigenvalue of KP if this matrix
has not been chosen diagonal).
In the following, we sketch the motivation for this
condition and the associated proof of asymptotic stability. The equilibrium configurations of the closed-loop
system are the solutions of
K.q  / C g.q/ D 0 ;
K.  q/  KP . d  /  g.qd / D 0 :
Indeed, the pair .qd ; d / satisfies these equations. However, in order to obtain a global result one should
guarantee that this pair is the unique solution. Therefore, recalling (11.19), the null term K. d  qd /  g.qd /
can be added/subtracted to both equations to obtain
K.q  qd /  K. 
K.q  qd / C .K C KP /. 

d/

D g.qd /  g.q/
/
d D0;

where the matrix in condition (11.33) can be clearly recognized. Taking the norms of terms on both sides and
bounding gravity terms using (11.31), the introduced
condition (11.33) implies that the pair .qd ; d / is in fact
the unique equilibrium. To show asymptotic stability,
a candidate Lyapunov function is built based on the one
introduced in (11.29) in the absence of gravity
Vg1 D V C Ugrav .q/  Ugrav .qd /  .q  qd /T g.qd /
1
 gT .qd /K1 g.qd / 0 :
2
(11.34)

The simplest modification for handling the presence
of gravity is to consider the addition of a constant term
that compensates exactly the gravity load at the desired
steady state. According to (11.19) and (11.20), the control law (11.28) is then modified to
 D KP .

d

 /  KD P C g.qd / ;

(11.32)

with symmetric, typically diagonal, KP > 0 (as a minimum) and KD > 0, and with the motor reference given
by d D qd C K1 g.qd /.
A sufficient condition guaranteeing that q D qd ,
D d , qP D P D 0 will be the unique globally asymptotically stable equilibrium for the system (11.7) under
the control law (11.32) is that


K
K
min
>˛;
(11.33)
K K C KP

The positive-definiteness of Vg1 and the fact that its
unique minimum is at the desired state are again implied by condition (11.33). (The last constant term
in (11.34) is used to set to zero the minimum value of
Vg1 at the equilibrium.). By the usual computations, it
T
follows that VP g1 D  P KD P 0 and the result is obtained applying La Salle’s theorem.
The control law (11.32) is based only on the knowledge of the gravity term g.qd / and of the joint stiffness K. The latter appears in fact in the definition of the
motor position reference d . Uncertainties in the gravitational term g.qd / and in the joint stiffness K affect
the performance of the controller. Still, the existence of
a unique closed-loop equilibrium and its asymptotic stability are preserved when the gravity bound by ˛ is still
correct and condition (11.33) holds for the true stiffness
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Moreover, this will typically need an additional structural assumption and may demand some caution in the
selection of the control gains.
Before proceeding, we recall a basic property of the
gravity vector g.q/ (under assumption A2, the gravity
vector in (11.7) is the same appearing in the dynamics
of the equivalent rigid robot). For robots with rotational
joints, elastic or not, a positive constant ˛ exists such
that

11.1 Robots with Flexible Joints
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values. Indeed, the robot will converge to an equilibrium that is different from the desired one – the better
O and gO .qd / used, the closer the actual
the estimates K
equilibrium will be to the desired one.
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PD with Online Gravity Compensation
Similarly to the rigid robot case, a better transient behavior is expected if gravity compensation (or, more
precisely, its perfect cancellation) is performed at all
configurations during motion. However, the gravity
vector in (11.7) depends on the link variables q, which
are assumed not to be measurable at this stage. It is easy
to see that using g. /, with the measured motor positions in place of the link positions, leads in general to
an incorrect closed-loop equilibrium. Moreover, even
if q were available, adding g.q/ to a motor PD error
feedback has no guarantee of success because this compensation, which appears in the motor equation, does
not instantaneously cancel the gravity load acting on the
links.
With this in mind, a PD control with online gravity
compensation can be introduced as follows. Define the
variable
QD

 K1 g.qd / ;

(11.35)

which is a gravity-biased modification of the measured
motor position , and let
 D KP .

d

 /  KD P C g. Q / ;

(11.36)

where KP > 0 and KD > 0 are both symmetric (and typically diagonal) matrices. The control law (11.36) can
still be implemented using only motor variables. The
term g. Q / provides only an approximate cancellation
(though, of a large part) of gravity during motion, but
leads to the correct gravity compensation at steady state.
In fact, by using (11.19) and (11.35), it follows that
Q d WD

d

 K1 g.qd / D qd ;

so that g. Q d / D g.qd /.
Global asymptotic stability of the desired equilibrium can be guaranteed under the same condition (11.33) used for the constant gravity compensation
case. A slightly different Lyapunov candidate is defined, starting again from the one in (11.29), as
Vg2 D V C Ugrav .q/  Ugrav . Q /
1
 gT .qd /K1g.qd / 0 ;
2
to be compared with (11.34).

The use of an online gravity compensation scheme
typically provides a smoother time course and a noticeable reduction of the positional transient errors, with
no additional control effort in terms of peak and average torques. We note that choices of low position
gains, even when largely violating the sufficient condition (11.33) for stability, may still work, contrary to
the case of constant gravity compensation. However
even for increasing values of joint stiffness, in the limit
for K ! 1, the range of feasible values of KP that
guarantee exact regulation does not extend down to
zero.
A possibility to refine the previous online gravity
compensation scheme, again based only on motor position measurement, is offered by the use of a fast iterative
algorithm that elaborates the measure
in order to
generate a quasistatic estimate qN . / of the current (unmeasured) q. In fact, in any steady-state configuration
.qs ; s /, a direct mapping is defined from qs to s
s

D hg .qs / WD qs C K1 g.qs / :

Assumption A5 is sufficient to guarantee the existence and uniqueness also of the inverse mapping qs D
h1
g . s /. For a measured , the function
q D T.q/ WD

 K1 g.q/

is then a contraction mapping and the iteration
qiC1 D T.qi / ;

i D 0; 1; 2; : : :

will converge to the unique fixed point of this mapping,
which is exactly the value qN . / D h1
g . /. A suitable
initialization for q0 is either the measured
or the
value qN computed at the previous sampling instant. In
this way, just two or three iterations are needed to obtain sufficient accuracy and this is fast enough to be
implemented within a sensing/control sampling interval
of a digital robot controller. With this iterative scheme
running in the background, the regulation control law
becomes
 D KP .

d

 /  KD P C g .Nq. // ;

(11.37)

with symmetric (diagonal) KP > 0 and KD > 0. A proof
of the global asymptotic stability of this control scheme
can be given by further modifying the previous Lyapunov candidates. The advantage of (11.37) is that any
positive value of the feedback gain KP is allowed, thus
recovering in full the operative working conditions of
the rigid case with exact gravity cancellation.
With reference to the reduced model (11.9), a further improvement can be obtained via a nonlinear PDlike controller that removes completely the gravity from
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the actual motion of the robot links. For this, consider
the control law


 D KP Œqd  C K1 g.q/  KD P  K1 gP .q/
C g.q/ C BK1 gR .q/
(11.38)

Full-State Feedback
When the feedback law is based on a full set of measurements of the robot state, the transient performance
of regulation control laws can be improved. Taking
advantage of the availability of a joint torque sensor, we present a convenient design for the reduced
model (11.9) of robots with elastic joints, including
spring damping as a dissipation effect. Full-state feedback can be obtained in two phases, by combining
a preliminary torque feedback with the motor feedback
law in (11.28).
Using  J D K.  q/, the motor equation can be
rewritten as
B R C  J C DK1 P J D  :
The joint torque feedback



1
 J C DK1 P J ;
 D BB1
 u C I  BB
(11.39)
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where u is an auxiliary input to be designed, transforms
the motor equations into
B R C  J C DK1 P J D u :
In this way, the apparent motor inertia can be reduced to
a desired, arbitrary small value B , with clear benefits
in terms of vibration damping. For instance in the linear
and scalar case, a very small B shifts the pair of complex
poles in (11.23) to a very high frequency, with the joint
behaving almost as a rigid one.
Setting now
u D KP; .

d

 /  KD; P C g.qd /

in (11.39) leads to the state feedback controller
 D KP . d  /  KD P C KT Œg.qd /   J 
 KS P J C g.qd / ;
(11.40)
with gains
KP D BB1
 KP; ;
KD D BB1
 KD; ;
KT D BB1
 I


1
:
KS D BB1
  I DK
Indeed, the law (11.40) can also be rewritten in terms of
. ; q; P ; qP /, if the torque sensor is not available. However, keeping this structure of the gains preserves the
interesting physical interpretation of what the full-state
feedback controller is able to achieve.

11.1.4 Trajectory Tracking
As for rigid robots, the problem of tracking desired
time-varying trajectories for robots with elastic joints
is harder than that of achieving constant regulation. In
general, solving this problem requires the use of fullstate feedback and knowledge of all the terms in the
dynamic model.
Under these conditions, we shall focus on the feedback linearization approach, namely a nonlinear state
feedback law that leads to a closed-loop system with decoupled and exactly linear behavior for all the N joints
of the robot (in fact, the link variables q). The tracking errors along the reference trajectory are forced to
be globally exponentially stable, with a decaying rate
that can be directly specified through the choice of
the scalar feedback gains in the controller. This fundamental result is the direct extension of the well-known
computed torque method for rigid robots. Because of its
relevant properties, the feedback linearization approach
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with symmetric (diagonal) KP > 0 and KD > 0. The
last two terms are those needed to cancel both static
and dynamic effects due to gravity. Even when assumption A5 does not hold, the control law (11.38)
guarantees global asymptotic stability of the desired
equilibrium state. This result is a byproduct of feedback
linearization design (Sect.11.1.4), though much simpler
than the complete one, and can be proven using again
a Lyapunov analysis. Since a lower bound on the joint
stiffness is not required (the joints may be arbitrarily
soft), the same approach can be used also for robots using variable stiffness actuation (VSA). The price to pay
is that an estimate of the link acceleration qR is needed
when computing the term gR in (11.38).
The two online gravity compensation schemes
(11.36) and (11.37) realize a compliance control in the
joint space with only motor measurements. The same
idea can also be extended to the case of Cartesian
compliance control by evaluating the direct kinematics
and the Jacobian (transpose) of the robot arm with Q
or, respectively, qN . / in place of q. The role of a
damping action within a compliance/impedance control scheme can be clearly understood when looking at
VIDEO 133 and
VIDEO 134 .
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can be used as a reference to assess the performance
of any other trajectory tracking control law, which may
possibly be designed using less/approximate model information and/or only partial-state feedback.
However, in the presence of joint elasticity, the
design of a feedback linearization law is not straightforward. Furthermore, as soon as S ¤ 0, the dynamic
model (11.7) will not satisfy the necessary conditions
for exact linearization (nor those for input–output decoupling) when only a static (or, instantaneous) feedback law from the full state is allowed. Therefore, we
will restrict our attention to the more tractable case
of the reduced dynamic model (11.9) and sketch only
briefly the more general picture.
As a second much simpler approach to trajectory
tracking problems, we also present a linear control
design that makes use of a model-based feedforward
command and a precomputed state reference trajectory,
as obtained from the inverse dynamics in Sect. 11.1.2,
with the addition of a linear feedback from the full
state. In this case, convergence to the desired trajectory is only locally guaranteed, i. e., the tracking errors
should be small enough, but the control implementation
is straightforward and the real-time computational burden is considerably reduced.
Feedback Linearization
Consider the reduced model (11.9) and let the desired motion be specified by a smooth reference trajectory qd .t/ for the robot links. The control design
will proceed by system inversion, in a similar way
to the inverse dynamics computations of Sect. 11.1.2
but using now the current measures of the state variables .q; ; qP ; P / instead of the reference state evolution
.qd ; d ; qP d ; P d /. Notably, there is no need to transform
the robot equations into their state-space description,
which is the standard form used in control design for
general nonlinear systems; we will use the robot model
directly in its second-order differential form (typical of
mechanical systems).
The outcome of the inversion procedure will be the
definition of a torque , in the form of a static state
feedback control law, which cancels the original robot
dynamics and replaces it with a desired linear and decoupled one of suitable differential order. In this sense,
the control law stiffens the dynamics of the robot with
elastic joints, irrespective of the fact that K is already
relatively large (stiff joint) or small (soft joint). The
feasibility of inverting the system from the chosen output q without causing instability problems (related to
the presence of unobservable dynamics in the closedloop system, after cancellation) is a relevant property
of robots with elastic joints. In fact, this is the direct
generalization to the nonlinear multiple-input multiple-

output (MIMO) case of the possibility of inverting
a scalar transfer function in the absence of zeros (see
also the considerations made on (11.24)).
Rewrite the link equation in the compact form
M.q/Rq C n.q; qP / C K.q  / D 0 :

(11.41)

None of the above quantities depends instantaneously
on the input torque . Therefore, we can differentiate
once w.r.t. time and obtain
P
q C n.q;
P qP / C K.Pq  P / D 0 :
M.q/qŒ3 C M.q/R
(11.42)

Proceeding one step further leads to
Œ3
P
R
M.q/qŒ4 C 2M.q/q
C M.q/R
q
Cn.q;
R qP / C K.Rq  R / D 0 ;

(11.43)

where R now appears. The motor acceleration is at the
same differential level of  in the motor equation
B R C K.  q/ D  ;

(11.44)

and thus, replacing R from (11.44), we get
Œ3
P
R
C M.q/R
q C n.q;
R qP / C KRq
M.q/qŒ4 C 2M.q/q

D KB1 Œ  K.  q/ :
(11.45)

We note that, using (11.41), the last term K.  q/
in (11.45) may also be replaced by M.q/Rq C n.q; qP /.
Since the matrix A.q/ D M1 .q/KB1 is always
nonsingular, an arbitrary value v can be assigned to
the fourth derivative of q by a suitable choice of the
input torque . The matrix A.q/ is the so-called decoupling matrix of the system and its nonsingularity is
a necessary and sufficient condition for imposing a decoupled input–output behavior by nonlinear static state
feedback. Moreover, (11.45) indicates that each component qi of q needs to be differentiated ri D 4 times in
order to be algebraically related to the input torque 
(ri is the relative degree of qi , when this is chosen as
a system output). Since there are N link variables, the
total sum of the relative degrees is 4N, equal to the dimension of the state of a robot with elastic joints. All
these facts taken together lead to the conclusion that,
when inverting (11.45) to determine the input  that imposes qŒ4 D v , there will be no dynamics left other than
the one appearing in the closed-loop input–output map.
Therefore, choose

h
i
 D BK1 M.q/v C ˛ q; qP ; qR ; qŒ3
C ŒM.q/ C B qR C n.q; qP / ;

(11.46)
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where the terms in ˛ have been ordered according to
the dependence on increasing orders of derivatives of q.
It is easy to verify that the control law (11.46) leads to
a closed-loop system fully described by

Power supply

(11.47)

i. e., chains of four input–output integrators from each
auxiliary input vi to each link position output qi , for
i D 1; : : : ; N. Thus, the robot system has been exactly
linearized and decoupled by the nonlinear feedback
law (11.46). The improvement in performance can
be appreciated in a comparative way by looking at
VIDEO 135 and
VIDEO 770 .
The complete control law (11.46) is expressed
as a function of the so-called linearizing coordinates
.q; qP ; qR ; qŒ3 / only. This has led to some misunderstandings in the past, as it seemed that the feedback linearization approach for robots with elastic joints would need
direct measures of the link acceleration qR and jerk qŒ3 ,
which are impossible to obtain with currently available
sensors (or would require multiple numerical differentiations of position measures in real time, with critical
noise problems).
When considering the latest technology in the field,
it is now feasible to have a set of sensors for elastic joints measuring in a reliable and accurate way the
motor position (and, possibly, also its velocity P ),
the joint torque  J D K.  q/, as well as the link
position q. For instance, this is the arrangement of sensors available at each joint of the LWR-III lightweight
manipulator, where expressly designed high-resolution
incremental encoders of the magneto-resistive type are
used for the motor position, joint torque sensing is
based on a full bridge of strain gauges, and a highend capacitive potentiometer is used for the absolute
link position (Fig. 11.8). Therefore, only one numerical differentiation is needed in order to obtain a good
estimate of qP and/or P J as well. Note that, depending
on the specific sensor resolution, it may also be convenient to evaluate q using the measures of and  J
as  K1  J .
With this in mind, it is easy to see that the following
three sets of 4N variables
.q; qP ; qR ; qŒ3 / ;
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qŒ4 D v ;

.q; ; qP ; P / ;

.q;  J ; qP ; P J /

are all equivalent state variables for a robot with elastic joints, related by globally invertible transformations. Therefore, under the assumption that the dynamic
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Fig. 11.8 Exploded view of a joint of the DLR LWR-III lightweight
manipulator and its sensor suite

model is available, we can completely rewrite the feedback linearizing control law (11.46) in terms of the
more conventional state .q; ; qP ; P / or, taking advantage of a joint torque sensor, in terms of .q;  J ; qP ; P J /.
In particular, as a byproduct of (11.41) and (11.42), we
have
qR D M1 .q/ ŒK.  q/  n.q; qP /
D M1 .q/ Œ J  n.q; qP / ;

(11.48)

and
h
i
P
qŒ3 D M1 .q/ K. P  qP /  M.q/R
q  n.q;
P qP /
h
i
P
D M1 .q/ P J  M.q/R
q  n.q;
P qP / ;
(11.49)

where the acceleration qR appearing in (11.49) has already been computed through (11.48). Therefore, the
exact linearizing and decoupling control law can be
rewritten in terms of a static state feedback law of the
form  D .q; ; qP ; P ; v / or  D .q;  J ; qP ; P J ; v /. Indeed, the evaluation of the various derivatives of the
dynamic model terms that are present in these expressions should be properly organized or customized in
order to optimize computations.
Based on the resulting (11.47), the trajectorytracking problem is solved by setting


Œ3
Œ3
v D qŒ4
C K2 .Rqd  qR /
d C K3 qd  q
C K1 .Pqd  qP / C K0 .qd  q/ ;

(11.50)
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where it is assumed that the reference trajectory qd .t/ is
(at least) three times continuously differentiable (i. e.,
the fourth derivative qŒ4
d exists), and the diagonal matrices K0 ; : : : ; K3 have scalar elements K;i such that
s4 C K3;i s3 C K2;i s2 C K1;i s C K0;i ;

i D 1; : : : ; N ;
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are Hurwitz polynomials. In view of the obtained decoupling, the trajectory error
ei .t/ D qd;i .t/  qi .t/
for the i-th link satisfies then
Œ3
eŒ4
R i C K1;i eP i C K0;i ei D 0I ;
i C K3;i ei C K2;i e

yielding ei .t/ ! 0 in a global exponential way, for any
initial state. A series of remarks are in order:







When the initial state .q.0/; .0/; qP .0/; P .0// is
matched with the reference trajectory and its first
three derivatives at time t D 0 (for this check,
(11.48) and (11.49) are to be used), exact reproduction of the reference trajectory is achieved at all
times.
In the case of a discontinuity of the reference position trajectory, or of any of its first three derivatives,
at a time t 2 Œ0; T, a trajectory error occurs at
t D t that will again decay to zero, independently
for each link and with the prescribed exponential
rate.
The choice of the gains K3;i ; : : : ; K0;i can be made
by a pole placement technique (equivalent in this
case to an eigenvalue assignment). Let 1 ; : : : ; 4
be four poles with negative real parts, possibly
given in complex pairs and/or coincident, specifying the desired transient of the trajectory error.
These closed-loop poles will be assigned by the
unique choice of real and positive gains
K3;i D .1 C 2 C 3 C 4 / ;
K2;i D 1 .2 C 3 C 4 / C 2 .3 C 4 / C 3 4 ;
K1;i D  Œ1 2 .3 C 4 / C 3 4 .1 C 2 / ;
K0;i D 1 2 3 4 :



When the values of link and motor inertias are very
different from each other, or when the joint stiffness
is very large, the above fixed choice of gains has the
drawback of generating too large control efforts. In
those cases, a more tailored set of eigenvalues can
be assigned scheduling their placement as a function of the physical data of robot inertias and joint
stiffnesses.
When compared to the computed torque method
for rigid robots, the feedback linearization control



for trajectory tracking given by (11.46)–(11.50) requires the inversion of the inertia matrix M.q/ and
the additional evaluation of derivatives of the inertia
matrix and of other terms in the dynamic model.
The feedback linearization approach can also be
applied without any changes in the presence of
viscous (or otherwise smooth) friction at the motor and link side. The inclusion of spring damping
leads instead to a third-order decoupled differential relation between the auxiliary input v and q,
leaving thus a N-dimensional unobservable dynamics in the closed-loop system, which is, however,
still asymptotically stable. In this case, only input–
output (and not full-state) linearization and decoupling is achieved.

We conclude with some considerations on exact
linearization/decoupling by feedback for the general
model (11.7) of robots with elastic joints. Unfortunately, due to the presence of the inertial coupling
matrix S.q/ between links and rotors, the above control design can no longer be applied. Consider as an
illustration the case of a constant S in (11.7), with the
R from
associated model simplifications.
 SolvingT for

1
R
the motor equations, D B
   J  S qR , and substituting into the link equations leads to


ŒM.q/  SB1 ST Rq C n.q; qP /  I C SB1  J
D SB1  :
In this case, the input torque  appears already in the
expression for the link acceleration qR . Using (11.6), the
expression of the decoupling matrix is then
A.q/ D  ŒML .q/ C MR .q/1 SB1 ;
which is never full rank in view of the structure (11.5)
of S. As a consequence, the necessary condition for
obtaining (at least) input–output linearization and decoupling by static state feedback fails to hold.
However, by resorting to the use of a larger class
of control laws, it is still possible to obtain an exact
linearization and decoupling result. For this purpose,
consider a dynamic state feedback controller of the form
 D ˛.q; qP ; ; P ; / C ˇ.q; qP ; ; P ; /v ;
P D .q; qP ; ; P ; / C ı.q; qP ; ; P ; /v ;

(11.51)

where  2 R is the state of the dynamic compensator,
˛, ˇ, , and ı are suitable nonlinear vector functions,
and v 2 RN is (as before) an external input used for
trajectory-tracking purposes. It is possible to show in
general that a dynamic compensator (11.51) of order
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at most D 2N.N  1/ can be designed so as to yield
a closed-loop system that is globally described by
qŒ2.NC1/ D v ;

(11.52)

Linear Control Design
The feedback linearization approach to trajectory tracking gives rise to a rather complex nonlinear control
law. Its main advantage of globally enforcing a linear
and decoupled behavior to the trajectory error dynamics
should be traded-off with a control design that achieves
only local stability around the reference trajectory, but
is much simpler to implement (and may run at higher
sampling rates).
For this, the inverse dynamics results of Sect. 11.1.2
can be used, assuming either the reduced or the complete robot model, with and without dissipative terms.
Given a sufficiently smooth desired link trajectory qd .t/,
we have seen that it is always possible to associate:
1. The nominal torque  d .t/ needed for its exact reproduction.
2. The reference evolution of all other state variables
(e.g., d .t/, as given by (11.13), or  J;d .t/).
These signals define a sort of steady-state (though,
time-varying) operation for the system.
A simpler tracking controller combines a modelbased feedforward term with a linear feedback term
using the trajectory error. The linear feedback locally
stabilizes the system around the reference state trajectory, whereas the feedforward torque is responsible for
maintaining the robot along the desired motion as soon
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as the error has vanished (see some examples on the
VIDEO 136 ).
tracking of square paths in
Using full-state feedback, two possible controllers
of this kind are
 D  d C KP; . d  / C KD; . P d  P /
C KP;q .qd  q/ C KD;q .Pqd  qP /

(11.53)

and
 D  d C KP; . d  / C KD; . P d  P /
C KP;J . J,d   J / C KD;J .P J,d  P J / :
(11.54)

These trajectory tracking schemes are the most common in the control practice for robots with elastic joints.
In the absence of full-state measurements, they can be
combined with an observer of the unmeasurable quantities. An even simpler realization is
 D  d C KP .

d

 / C KD . P d  P / ;

(11.55)

which uses only motor measurements and relies on the
results obtained for the regulation case.
The different gain matrices used in (11.53)–(11.55)
have to be tuned using a linear approximation of the
robot system. This approximation may be obtained at
a fixed equilibrium point or around the actual reference
trajectory, leading respectively to a linear time-invariant
or to a linear time-varying system. While the existence
of (possibly time-varying) stabilizing feedback matrices is guaranteed by the controllability of these linear
approximations, the validity of the approach is only local in nature and the region of convergence will depend
both on the given trajectory and on the robustness of the
designed linear feedback.
It should be mentioned that such a control approach
to trajectory tracking problems can be used also for
robots with flexible links. Once the inverse dynamics
problem has been solved (for the case of link flexibility, this typically results in a noncausal solution),
a controller of the form (11.55) (or (11.53), with link
deflection ı and deflection rate ıP replacing, respectively, q and qP ), can be directly applied.

11.1.5 Further Reading
This section contains the main references for the part of
this chapter on robots with joint flexibility. In addition,
we point out to a larger bibliography for topics that have
not been included here.
Early interest in problems arising from the presence of flexible transmissions in industrial robots dates
back to [11.1, 2], with first experimental findings on the
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in place of (11.47). Note the coincidence of this differential order with the one found for exact reproducibility
of a desired trajectory qd .t/ in Sect. 11.1.2. The tracking problem is then solved by working on (11.52), with
a direct generalization of the linear stabilization design
in (11.50).
It is interesting to give a physical interpretation for
this control result. The structural obstruction to input–
output decoupling of the model (11.7) is related to the
fact that the motion of a link attached to an elastic joint
is affected too soon (at the second differential level) by
torques originating at other elastic joints. This is due to
the inertial couplings present between motors and links.
The addition of dynamics (i. e., of integrators) in the
controller slows down these low-energy paths and allows for the high-energy effects of the elastic torque
at the local joint (a fourth-order differential path) to
come into play. This dynamic balancing allows both
input–output decoupling and exact linearization of the
extended system (having the robot and the controller
states).
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GE P-50 arm. Relevant mechanical considerations involved in the design of robot arms and in the evaluation
of their compliant elements can be found in [11.3].
One of the first studies on the inclusion of joint elasticity in the dynamic modeling of robot arms is due
to [11.4]. The detailed analysis of the model structure
presented in Sect. 11.1.1 comes from [11.5], with some
updates from [11.6]. The simplifying assumption leading to the reduced model was introduced in [11.7]. The
special case of motors mounted on the driven links is
considered in [11.8]. The observation that joints with
limited elasticity lead to a singularly perturbed dynamic
model was first recognized in [11.9]. Symbolic manipulation programs for the automatic generation of
dynamic models of robots with elastic joints were also
developed very early [11.10].
The inverse dynamics computations in Sect. 11.1.2
can be traced back to [11.11, 12]. The use of programs
such as Modelica for the numerical evaluation of inverse dynamics is highlighted in [11.6]. An efficient
Newton–Euler inverse dynamics algorithm for robots
with elastic joints has been proposed in [11.12].
The first specific control designs were based
on decentralized linear controllers, see, e.g., [11.13]
and [11.14], where a fourth-order dynamics local to
each elastic joint was used. However, schemes with
proved global convergence characteristics appeared
only later.
In Sect. 11.1.3, the PD controller with constant gravity compensation is a contribution of [11.15]. This was
also extended to the case of robots with flexible links
in [11.16]. The first two versions of regulation control
with online gravity compensation are due, respectively,
to [11.17] and [11.18]. Both these control laws were
extended to Cartesian compliance schemes in [11.19–
21]. The PD-like controller (11.38), with perfect cancellation of gravity effects on link motion, is a result
of [11.22]. A general regulation framework based on
energy shaping has been proposed in [11.23]. In the
absence of any information on gravity, a proportional–
integral–derivative (PID) regulator with semiglobal stability properties has been presented in [11.24], while
a global learning scheme was proposed in [11.25].
The presentation of a full-state feedback design
for regulation (and tracking) follows the idea used
in [11.26]. Special interest has been devoted over the
years to joint torque feedback, from the placement of
torque sensors on transmission shafts [11.27] or within
harmonic drives [11.28] to their use for achieving robust control performance [11.29].
The fact that the reduced model of robots with elastic joints can always be feedback linearized via static
state feedback was shown for the first time in [11.7].
A previous similar result for a specific robot kinematics

can be found in [11.30]. The discrete-time implementation of the feedback linearization approach has been
studied in [11.31], while its robustness properties were
analyzed in [11.32]. Feedback linearization and input–
output decoupling were also considered for the case
of viscoelastic joints in [11.33], and for robots with
joints of mixed type, some rigid and some elastic,
in [11.34]. The same idea of inversion control, leading to input–output decoupling and linearization, has
also been successfully applied to the tracking problem of joint-level trajectories in robots with flexible
links [11.35].
For the general model of robots with elastic joints,
the use of dynamic state feedback was first proposed
in [11.36]. A comparative study of the errors induced
by neglecting the motor–link inertia couplings (thus, for
robots that are not linearizable by static state feedback)
was carried out in [11.37]. The general algorithm for
constructing the dynamic linearizing feedback is presented in [11.38, 39].
The benefit of combining a stabilizing feedback
with a feedforward command in robots with flexible joints was experimentally shown for the first time
VIDEO 770 ) and then formalin [11.39] (see also the
ized in [11.11].
Other control design methodologies available
for trajectory tracking, which were not discussed
in Sect. 11.1.4, are based on singular perturbation,
backstepping, or passivity. Nonlinear controllers based
on the two-time scale separation property were proposed by [11.40] and [11.41]. These corrective controllers are an outcome of the singular perturbation
model form and should be preferred in the case of very
stiff joints, as they do not generate high-gain laws in
the limit. Backstepping is based on the idea of considering the joint elastic torque [11.42] or the motor
position [11.43] as an intermediate fictitious input to be
used to control the link equations, and then to design
the actual torque input in the motor equations so as to
follow the reference behavior for the previous intermediate input. The main advantage is that this design may
be easier to be transformed into an adaptive version.
Adaptive control results for robots with elastic joints
include the high-gain (approximate) schemes [11.44]
and [11.45], as well as the global (but very complex)
solution obtained in [11.46], both analyzed using only
the reduced dynamic model. Moreover, robust control
schemes have been proposed in [11.47], based on sliding mode techniques, and in [11.48–52], using iterative
learning on repetitive tasks.
As for optimal control results, the intrinsic fourthorder dynamics associated to flexible joints has barred
so far the derivation of analytical or numerically efficient results. Finding the time-optimal velocity profile
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assumed. On the other hand, the use of motor position
and link acceleration has been shown to be a feasible
alternative for robust state reconstruction [11.55].
Finally, the force control problem in constrained
tasks for robots with elastic joints has been tackled following a singular perturbation technique [11.56, 57], an
inverse dynamics approach [11.58], or an adaptive strategy [11.59].
A unified passivity-based approach has been presented in [11.60], where an inner torque feedback loop
is incorporated for shaping (viz., reducing) the motor
inertia. This enables approximate gravity compensation (as done in Sect. 11.1.3), as well as to assign
a desired Cartesian stiffness relation for the link positions, mimicking the impedance control of the rigid
case for handling interactions and contacts with the
environment.

11.2 Robots with Flexible Links
Arm flexibility is a dynamic behavior in which kinetic
energy interacts with elastic potential energy. Kinetic
energy is stored in moving inertia, and potential energy
is stored in compliant members. Flexible links provide
both the inertia and compliance distributed throughout
the member. Flexibility manifests itself as mechanical
oscillations and static deflections, greatly complicating
the motion control of a mechanical arm. If the time to
settle the oscillations is significant relative to the cycle
time of the overall task, flexibility will be a major consideration in the arm design.

11.2.1 Design Issues
We will deal with these issues in a modular way, separating link flexibility and joint flexibility. The first topic
of link flexibility deals with the inherent spatial distribution of compliance and inertia, perhaps with both
effects existing in the same element of material. The
links of a manipulator arm can usually be stiffened by
adding structural mass or by improving the material
properties or distribution over the links. At some points,
the links may be treated as rigid. The designer must
realize that an arm with heavy rigid links and flexible
joints may be more flexible dynamically than a lighter
arm with more link flexibility and less inertia. The consequences are predicted by the natural frequency of the
first flexible mode of motion, with the joint actuators
locked, which can be approximated by
s
keff
!1 D
;
(11.56)
Ieff

where keff is the effective spring constant and Ieff is the
effective inertia. For the elastic joint case, keff and Ieff are
directly available from the elastic joint parameters and
mass properties of the arm. The effective values applicable to a simple beam in bending, for example, would
result from boundary conditions that are clamped at one
end and free at the other and would be selected to yield
a good approximation to the natural frequency. This natural frequency is readily availablep
from handbooks on
vibration in this case as !1 D 3:52 EI=ml4 . (The variables are used in (11.57) and (11.58) and defined below.)
More complex geometries can be evaluated by various
means, including the transfer matrix method discussed
in Sect. 11.2.2 on modeling. The arm should be considered flexible when this frequency is low enough to
interfere with the design of controllers based on rigid
assumptions. The common PD control of a single joint
on a flexible link can only achieve adequate damping of
a closed-loop design when the magnitude of the closed
loop poles is less than about 1=3 of !1 [11.61].
A distillation of the key aspects of the mechanics of
materials is now in order. In some cases static compliance effects represent a member sufficiently, whereas
in other cases the true distributed nature of compliance
and mass and its dynamics must be modeled. A long
structural member with forces f and moments M perpendicular to its long axis is subject to bending. Static
bending relates the moment at the axial location x to the
displacement w
M.x/ D EI.x/

@2 w
;
@x2

(11.57)
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on a constrained geometric path is a solved problem
in the rigid case, but only an approximate solution is
available for robots with elastic joints [11.49]. A useful generalization from the rigid to the elastic case is
the dynamic trajectory scaling algorithm of [11.50],
which provides a closed-form expression to the uniform
time scaling that recovers feasibility of commanded
torques w.r.t. their bounds. Selected optimal control
problems for single viscoelastic joints, involving either
the maximization of stored potential energy or the minimization of rest-to-rest motion time, have been tackled
and solved in [11.51] and [11.52], respectively.
Different state observers have been presented, starting from an approximate one [11.53] up to the exact
ones in [11.5, 54], in which a tracking controller based
on the estimated state was also tested. In all cases, link
position or link position and velocity measurements are
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where E is the elastic modulus of the material, and I.x/
is the area moment of inertia about the neutral axis of
the cross section. The deflection at any point is obtained
by integrating this equation from a reference point to
a desired point, such as the end of the link.
This is a description of compliance that can be
used when mass is isolated from elasticity. If mass
is distributed throughout the beam with material mass
density per unit volume , the time t must be incorporated so that
m.x/

@2 w .x; t/
@2
C
@t2
@x2


EI.x/

@2 w .x; t/
@x2


D0:
(11.58)

Here m.x/ is the mass density per unit length, incorporating the material properties and the cross-sectional
area at x. Assumptions implicit in this equation, which
is called the Bernoulli–Euler equation, include the minimal impact of shear distortion and rotational inertia of
the cross section of the beam, which is valid for long
beams. The Timoshenko beam model relaxes these assumptions but is not included here.
Torsional deflection of an angle  results if a twisting moment T about the long beam axis occurs, such
that, in the static case
Tl
D ˛ T T ;
JG

D

(11.59)

where G is the shear modulus of the material, and J is
the polar area moment of inertia about the neutral axis
of the beam. Again, the addition of a distributed mass
and considering the dynamics produces a partial differential equation with independent variables in space and
time
.x/

@2 
@2 
D
GJ
;
@t2
@x2

(11.60)

where .x/ is the rotary mass moment of inertia per
unit length of the shaft. While (11.60) is potentially appropriate for links, the smaller rotational mass moment
of inertia of a long slender shaft relative to the links it
drives results in the static compliance effects of torsion
given by (11.59) being of most importance.
Tension and compression effects should also be
acknowledged, although they tend to be the least significant. Here deflection ı in the x-direction (the long
axis of the member) results from axial force Fa and is
aL
calculated as ı D FAE
ıD

Fa L
D ˛XF Fa ;
AE

(11.61)

where L is the element length and A is its cross sectional area. In the dynamic case, with mass density
and displacement , the axial motion is described by
@2 
@2 
D
E
:
(11.62)
@t2
@x2
Note that these effects are special cases of the more
general elastic behavior of a member subject to acceleration and external loading, specialized to the member
with one long axis. The same general phenomena apply to joint structures (e.g., bearings and couplings)
and drive-train components (e.g., gears and cables). The
functional constraints on the structural design of these
members may be more severe and limit the designer’s
ability to make them more rigid by adding more material. Under this constraint, the combined compliance of
the flexible joint design and the rigidized link design results in inferior performance of the combination. A less
rigid link with less inertia will raise the lowest natural
frequency. Thus the design of the link and the joint must
be coordinated.
Flexibility is only one of several link design constraints. Static compliance is obviously another based
on the above discussion. Buckling and strength are
two more considerations that constrain some of the
same design parameters. While it has been shown that
flexibility is a dominant constraint for typical arm design regimes [11.62], a simple optimization of bending
stiffness of a beam with a tubular geometry illustrates
the fallacy of ignoring buckling. If the radius of the
tube is varied to maximize bending stiffness with constrained total mass, the radius increases without bound,
producing a thin shell of infinitesimal thickness and infinite radius that lacks robustness. The true constraint
becomes local buckling of the tube under slight perturbations of the applied load. A thin metal can illustrates
this behavior as it crushes. Strength is another applicable constraint. Various materials differ in their strength,
typically represented by their elastic limit or endurance
limit on the stress at a point in the member. A sufficiently stiff member may fail due to stress, particularly
at points of stress concentration.
In this presentation of options to overcome flexibility, and link flexibility in particular, radically different
operational and design strategies should be recognized
even though they are not the core of the treatment. The
elastic modulus relates stress to strain, but physically
the strain rate is sometimes a relevant term, providing
structural damping to augment the joint or controlbased damping. Composite materials have substantially
more damping inherent in their behavior. Damping
can be enhanced with passive damping treatments,
with constrained layer damping having particularly pronounced effects [11.63]. Smart materials can also be
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11.2.2 Modeling of Flexible Link Arms
Mathematical models of link flexibility trade accuracy
for ease of use. It is therefore key to determine the
effects that are important to represent accurately. The
techniques presented here will assume linear elasticity with light damping. Rotational motions must be of
modest angular rate so that centrifugal stiffening can be
ignored. Small deflections will generally be assumed.
These are reasonable assumptions for most robotic devices, but can be violated in more exotic applications,
requiring reevaluation of the assumptions and more tortuous modeling approaches.
Four model types will be examined:

as well. Assuming small motions and static behavior (or
negligible member mass), the transformation produced
by elastic bending, torsion, and compression is
0

i
˛Fi FYii  ˛Mi MZi
1
i
˛Ti MXi
0
0
1
i
i
C ˛Mi MYii
˛Ci FXi
˛Fi FZi
i
i C
˛Ti MXi
˛XFi FYi C ˛XMi MZi C
;
1
˛XFi F i C ˛XMi M i A

1

i
B˛Fi FYii C ˛Mi MZi
Ei D B
@ ˛Fi F i  ˛Mi M i
Zi
Yi

Zi

0

Yi

1
(11.63)

where
˛Ci D coefficient in compression,
displacement/force ;
˛Ti D coefficient in torsion, angle/moment ;
˛ Fi D coefficient in bending, angle/force ;
˛ Mi D coefficient in bending, angle/moment ;
˛XFi D coefficient in bending, displacement/force ;
˛XMi D coefficient in bending,
displacement/moment ;
j

FXi D the force at the end of link i in the
X direction of coordinate frame j ;
j

FYi D the force at the end of link i in the
Y direction of coordinate frame j ;
j

FZi D the force at the end of link i in the
Z direction of coordinate frame j ;
j

MXi D the moment at the end of link i in the
X direction of coordinate frame j ;
j

1. Lumped-element models having compliance or inertia but not both in a given member.
2. Finite-element models, which will be only briefly
addressed.
3. Assumed mode models which readily include nonlinear dynamic behavior.
4. Transfer matrix models that incorporate the true
distributed intermingling of compliance and inertia
and consequently the infinite-dimensional nature of
flexible link arms.
With the limited space available here, the discussion
will be preliminary but should enable the reader to pursue one or more alternatives knowledgably.
For lumped elements, one may build on the rigid
kinematics presented in the section on fundamentals of
kinematics (Chap. 2) that establishes rigid transformation matrices Ai . The 44 homogenous transformations
that describe position can be used to describe deflection
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MYi D the moment at the end of link i in the
Y direction of coordinate frame j ;
j

MZi D the moment at the end of link i in the
Z direction of coordinate frame j :
The listed coefficients depend on the construction of the
element and are readily found for a slender beam from
simple strength of materials. In other cases, a finiteelement model or empirical measurements may be more
readily used.
Alternating transformations for the undeformed and
deformed aspects of N members (links or joints) produces the position vector of the end of arm (EOA)
0 1
0
B0C
0
B
p D .A1 E1 A2 E2 : : : Ai Ei AiC1 EiC1 : : : AN EN / @ C
:
0A
1
(11.64)
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configured to enhance damping [11.64]. An operational
strategy known as bracing can be combined with redundant actuation to achieve a large workspace for
a flexible arm that provides gross motion and a smaller
precision workspace after docking the large arm with
a stationary structure, as described in [11.65].
The implication above is that flexibility was always
due to the moving parts of the arm. However, the arm
base itself may be a source of significant flexibility.
If the base is stationary, the analysis may be almost
identical to that of the flexible links of an arm. However, if the arm is mounted on a vehicle, tires or tracks
may be the source of flexibility and empirical evaluation of these new elements might be the best solution.
The vehicle could be a boat, aircraft, or space vehicle.
Here there is no elastic connection to an inertial reference frame and some fundamental changes in approach
will be needed. These changes are not unexplored and
in some cases are simple extensions of the following
approaches.
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If the massless elements connect rigid lumped masses,
a linear spatial model is readily obtained, as described
in [11.66]. Servo-controlled joints can also be inserted
into this model. This analysis proceeds by examining
the deflection of the elastic members produced by joint
motion and the resulting forces and moments on the
rigid inertias at the ends of the chain of links. The reference concentrates on the special case of only two
inertias at each end of the chain but the technique is
easily extended to inertias in the middle of the chain as
well. The results are six linear second-order equations
for each inertia and one first-order equation for each
joint.
If the compliance and inertia properties are both to
be treated as distributed throughout the same element,
the partial differential equations (PDEs) introduced in
the previous section for bending, torsion, and compression must be employed. Still insisting on a linear
treatment, the general solution of these equations can
be found in terms of each element with adjoining elements, i. e., the boundary conditions on the PDE.
The convenient approach of Laplace transformation of
these linear equations into the frequency domain, followed by factoring out the boundary conditions into
a matrix–vector product, results in a technique known
as the transfer matrix method (TMM) [11.67]. This
method has been applied productively to general elastomechanics problems as well as specifically to flexible
arms [11.68].
The transfer matrix relates variables at two stations
along the arm with the number of variables depending
on the model complexity. For the planar bending, deflection of the beam is shown in Fig. 11.9
1
1
0
0
W
displacement
C
B  C
B
angle
C
C
B
z1 D B
;
@ M A D @ moment A
V 1
shear force
at station 1
z0 D Tz1 ;
(11.65)

where T is the appropriate element transfer matrix.
If the element is a simple rotary spring with constant k and a damper with constant b, then the angle
of rotation  is related to the moment by a differential
Station 0

Station 1

y

x
W

z

M
V

Ψ

Fig. 11.9 State vector for the bending transfer matrix

equation with the following Laplace-domain representation
M D L.k C bP / ) k.s/ C bs.s/ D M0 D M1 ;
W0 D W1 ;
V0 D V1 ;
0 D 1  .s/ D 1 

1
M1 :
k C bs

Note that the only variable changed across the element
is the angle related to the moment. The transfer matrix
representation conventionally uses zero initial conditions and converts to the Fourier representation with
s D ı!. This leads to the transfer function
1
0
1 0
0
0
C
B
1
B0 1 kCb.ı!/
0C
C;
B
T D C.ı!/ D B
1
0C
A
@0 0
0 0
0
1
which has the same form of the joint controller as
shown in (11.69).
The beam model is much more complex, and the
Euler–Bernoulli model gives
0
1
c0
lc1
ac2 alc3
B 4
C
B ˇ c3
C
ac1
B
c0
ac2 C
B l
C
l
B
C
B D B ˇ 4 c2 ˇ 4 lc3
(11.66)
C;
B
lc1 C
c0
B a
C
a
B
C
@ ˇ 4 c1 ˇ 4 c2 ˇ 4 c3
A
c0
al
a
l
where
ˇ 4 D ! 2 l4 =.EI/ I a D l2 =.EI/ ;
c0 D .cosh ˇ C cos ˇ/=2 ;
c1 D .sinh ˇ C sin ˇ/=.2ˇ/ ;
c2 D .cosh ˇ  cos ˇ/=.2ˇ 2/ ;
c3 D .sinh ˇ  sin ˇ/=.2ˇ 3/ ;
D density/unit length ;
! D circular frequency of vibration ;
E D elastic modulus ;
I D cross-sectional area moment of inertia :
The spatial variable has been transformed to the spatial
Laplace variable but no longer appears explicitly. The
Laplace time variable remains and is designatedpby s
or by the frequency variable ! D ıs, where ı D 1.
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where ms is the sum of all outboard masses from the
angle to the end of the arm. This is an approximation
resulting from ignoring compression elasticity. These
elements appear as an additional mass to the extent they
are translated with beam compression.
For a rigid mass, simply applying Newton’s laws
and collecting term yields
0
1
1
l
0 0
B
C
1
0 0C
B 0
B
C
2
2 2
B
C
R D B m! l I ! 2  m! l
; (11.68)
1 lC
m
B
C
2
2
B
C
@
A
m! 2 l
m! 2

0 1
2
where m is the mass of the body, Im is the mass moment
of inertia about an axis through the center of mass and
perpendicular to the plane of the arm, l is the length of
the mass (the distance between the points of attachment
at stations i and i C 1), and l=2 is the distance to the
center of mass from station i.
For a controlled joint with the controller transfer
function (joint torque/joint angle) D k.ı!/
0
1
1 0
0
0
B0 1
1
0C
B
C
k.ı!/
CDB
(11.69)
C:
@0 0
1
0A
0 0
0
1
When combined to represent the planar arm with two
joints as shown in Fig. 11.10, this analysis yields a composite transfer matrix that relates the four state variables
at the two ends of the arm. Further analysis results from
imposing the known boundary conditions at these ends.
The transfer matrix representation of an arm presented in [11.69] and pictured in Fig. 11.10 is shown in
(11.70).
0
1
0
1
W
W
B  C
B  C
B
C
B
C
@ M A D R1 B2 R3 A4 C5 B6 R7 @ M A : (11.70)
V 0
V 7
In the example, the left end is pinned and the right end
is free, yielding
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(11.71)

The determinant of the 2  2 matrix must be zero
when ! is a natural frequency, or a system eigenvalue if
it is complex. This can be found by a numerical search.
Evaluating variables (position, angle, shear, and moment) along the length of the arm with the eigenvalues
used for the values of ! yields the eigenfunctions. If
boundary conditions are not zero but known for given
frequencies, the frequency response of the system can
be obtained. Hence Bode plots are readily obtained
for boundary condition forcing. Interior forcing can be
handled using an extended state vector as described
in [11.67], which was applied to arms in [11.61] and
most recently updated with modern programming techniques in [11.68]. Inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT)
will produce a time-domain response from the frequency response.
The creation of a state-space model in the time domain is attractive because it enables the use of powerful
state-space design techniques and is compatible with
the nonlinear behavior of arms undergoing large motion and experiencing centrifugal and Coriolis forces.
The assumed modes method allows such a model to be
constructed efficiently. The presentation here follows
the early introduction of a recursive manner to calculate these equations introduced in [11.70]. The flexible
kinematics of the links must be expressed as a sum of
basis functions also known as assumed modes (shapes)
'i .x/ with time-variable amplitudes ıi .t/

w .x; t/ D

1
X

ıi .t/'i .x/ :

(11.72)
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The other transfer matrices needed for a simple planar
model are as follows.
For a rotation in the plane of angle '
0
1
1
0 0
0
cos '
B
C
B
0
1 0
0 C
ADB
C ; (11.67)
@
0
0 0
0 A
ms ! 2 sin ' tan ' 0 0 cos '
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Fig. 11.10 Transfer matrix representation of an arm
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The amplitudes and their derivatives become the states
of the model. Compatible joint angle variables and their
derivatives are also included as the rigid state variables.
Joint angles tangent to the ends of the flexible links
are compatible with mode shapes based on the clamped
boundary conditions at one end and free boundary conditions at the other. This choice is generally chosen for
simulation and the rigid coordinates are directly measured by standard joint angle transducers. If rigid coordinates are angles measured between lines connecting
successive joint axes, the end of arm is known in terms
of rigid coordinates alone and pinned–pinned boundary
conditions are consistent. This produces advantages for
inverse dynamics calculations as seen shortly.
The flexible and rigid kinematics combined describes the position and velocity of every point on the
arm and can be used to express the kinetic energy T
and the potential energy V . These expressions are used
in the conservative form of Lagrange’s equation
d @T
@T
@V

C
D Fi ;
dt @Pqi
@qi
@qi

where xij , yij , and zij are the xi , yi , and zi displacement
components of mode j of link i’s deflection, respectively, ıij is the time-varying amplitude of mode j of
link i, and mi is the number of modes used to describe
the deflection of link i
1
0
mi
X
Ei D @Hi C
ıij Mij A ;
(11.75)
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where Fi is the force that does work as qi is varied.
The kinematics of the deflection are again described
by 4  4 transformation matrices, but this time the assumed mode shapes j are summed to give the position
of link i
1
0 1
0
xij . /
m
i
B0C X Byij . /C
C
C
hii . / D B
ıij B
(11.74)
@ 0A C
@zij . / A ;
jDi
1
0

where

This description is used in the formation of the potential and kinetic energy contributions of each element
of mass. The integral over the link accumulates the total energy for that link and the sum over all links gives
the energy of the arm system. Interchanging the order
of integration and summation allows key invariant parameters to be identified, such as the modal mass that
multiplies the second derivative of modal amplitude and
the modal stiffness that multiplies the amplitude itself.
The intermediate steps are aimed at the evaluation of
Lagrange’s equations, which separate into derivatives
related to the rigid variables and the flexible variables. If
the rigid variables are the joint variables, two groups
of equations result

1
xij
yij C
C:
zij A
0
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where the subscript e indicates elasticity, subscript g indicates gravity, and ı indicates the amplitude of a mode
shape.
The simulation form of the equations is achieved by
grouping all second derivatives of the rigid and flexible
coordinates, which yields
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where is a vector of rigid coordinates, usually the
joint variables, ı is the vector of flexible coordinates,
q D Œ T ı T T , Mij is the mass matrix for rigid and flexible coordinates corresponding to the rigid (i; j D r)
or flexible (i; j D f ) coordinates and equations, N.q; qP /
contains the nonlinear Coriolis and centrifugal terms,
G.q/ captures gravity effects, Q represents the externally applied forces, and R captures the effect of
external forces and all other nonconservative forces including friction.
On the other hand, the inverse dynamics form of the
equations is (assuming negligible friction)
QD

(11.77)
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In general, Q is dependent on the vector T of motor
torques or forces at the joints, and the distribution of
these effects is such that
 
Br
T;
(11.82)
QD
Bf

(11.83)

which is arranged with a vector of unknowns on the
left-hand side of the equation and the prespecified rigid
and solvable flexible coordinates on the right. This is at
least approximately true, with the caveat that the nonlinear and gravity terms have a weak influence on the
immediate flexible coordinates, which are not simultaneously known but which can be estimated for the next
time step.
One consequence of the distributed flexibility is
non-minimum-phase behavior. This can occur for other
cases where the excitation is separated from the output
point by mass and flexibility, a condition known as noncollocation. These systems are characterized by a step
response in which the initial movement is opposite in
sign from the final movement. This is simply characterized for linear systems as a transfer function zero in
the right half-plane. As will be shown in the section on
Command Generation, it may be possible to overcome
this problem by redefining the output.

By suitably placing strain gauges, good measurements
of multiple assumed modes are possible.
Optical measurement of deflection can be very versatile but is subject to interference between a target
measurement point and the sensor, particularly if the
sensor is stationary. If the sensor is mounted on the link,
this difficulty is reduced but optical measurements are
then usually a complex combination of the rotation of
the optical axis of the sensor and the deflection of the
target. Machine vision senses a wide field of view but
typically with less precision. Multiple points can be detected, which is attractive in measuring multiple modes.
Machine vision requires considerable processing and,
even for enhanced targets or retroreflective fiducials,
sample rates can be slow relative to some modes of control interest.
Accelerometers are attractive transducers in that
they do not require explicit grounding to a fixed frame.
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMSs) accelerometers provide the required low-frequency sensitivity and
are very inexpensive. However, they are subject to orientation in a gravity field, which must be compensated
for by knowing the orientation of the sensor. If one is
interested in position, accelerometers require two integrations and are consequently subject to drift in position
measurement. Consequently, the combined use of sensors is appealing. For example, vision sensors, which
are relatively slow but give direct position information
for the end of a flexible member, can be combined with
accelerometers, which give information about the same
point at high sample rates but with noise and drift problems. The two sensor readings can be combined with
a Kalman filter or other fusion scheme.

11.2.3 Control
Appropriate reaction to flexible dynamics requires appropriate sensors. While a Kalman filter can theoretically observe flexible link states from joint measurements, it is based on back driving the joint from the
various modes of flexible dynamics. More reliable indications of flexibility include strain gauges, accelerometers, and optical sensors.
Sensors for Flexibility Control
The strain of a beam element is a direct indication
of curvature, which is the second spatial derivative
of beam deflection, as indicated in (11.57). Modern
semiconductor strain gauges have high gauge factors
producing a good signal-to-noise ratio. The second spatial derivative relationship means that a slight change
in location can result in a large change in the reading,
but once affixed to the arm this is not a problem. More
of a problem is the relatively short lifetime of a strain
gauge subject to wear and tear if not carefully protected.

Issues Related to Model Order
Realizing that the theoretical order of a flexible arm
is infinite, one should be prepared to deal with certain issues related to model order. The first of these is
possible aliasing problems arising from finite sampling
rates. Antialiasing filters should be employed, and even
more effective is the use of analog damping by materials, damping treatments, or the back electromotive force
(emf) of actuators to provide an inherent damping of the
system under digital control. A more subtle problem is
that of measurement and control spill over.
Control of Special Configurations:
Macro/Micro Redundancy
Several special configurations have been proposed to
enable improved controlled performance of flexible link
arms. The problem with noncollocation noted above is
a case in point. In some cases, a large range of motion
and high accuracy cannot be achieved with a single set
of actuators. Redundant degrees of freedom can then
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where T has the same dimensionality as qr . By rearranging the inverse dynamics equation, we obtain
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be employed with the macro degrees of freedom that
provide large range of motion but with inherent lack
of precision or accuracy. Vibrations are particularly difficult to eliminate with a long arm, and construction
accuracy and even thermal drift can exceed the tolerance limits. If the gross motion is completed quickly,
residual vibrations may remain and be very lightly
damped. Actuators constructed for gross motions of
large axes do not have the bandwidth capabilities to
damp these vibrations actively, but small motion axes
typically do. This has been illustrated in several instances for long-reach manipulators when exploring
nuclear waste cleanup solutions [11.71–74]. Using the
inertial forces generated at the end of the arm also
has the advantage of creating forces collocated with
the measurements being used for control, assuming the
base of the micro arm is at the end of the macro arm
and the location of sensors. Book and Loper [11.73]
and George and Book [11.75] have shown that this control is possible based on accelerometers in multiple
degrees of freedom. It is also possible to excite undesired modes which have not been accounted for. If the
full six degrees of freedom are used it is possible to
argue stability based on a simple passive analogy. Generating prescribed forces at the base of an articulated
micromanipulator is a challenging task, requiring the
solution of a new type of inverse dynamics problem,
which solves for motions or joint torques to produce
the prescribed base forces and moments.
Command Generation for Flexible Link Arms
via Command Shaping
The trajectory undertaken by a flexible arm can dramatically affect the consequences of flexibility. Purely

Single impulse

0

Time

1st impulse response
2nd impulse response
3rd impulse response
Resultant response

Single impulse
shaped with
a three-term
command shaper
0

Δ

2Δ

Time

open-loop anticipation of the flexible dynamics has
been used to create motion profiles wherein the motion
cancels the incipient oscillation that had been created by
earlier motions. This strategy is referred to as command
shaping. A more complicated strategy to implement is
a true inverse-dynamics-based trajectory wherein the
rigid and flexible states are all orchestrated to arrive
at the desired point in state space, typically at a static
equilibrium. The high order of the flexible model is
further complicated by the non-minimum-phase nature
of the noncollocated system and noncausal inverse is
necessary to produce a physically realizable trajectory
VIDEO 778 ).
(
Time delay command shaping is a variation of the
deadbeat control introduced by [11.76, 77]. It can be
couched in terms of a finite impulse response filter with
a simple impulse response as depicted in Fig. 11.11
with a single input impulse producing a small number
(typically two to four) of output impulses with appropriate time spacing and amplitudes. Extensions by
Singer and Seering [11.78] and Singhose et al. [11.79]
have produced more robust varieties under the trademark Input Shaping. The robustness is enhanced by
using more output impulses and appropriate selection
of the impulse spacing. The optimal arbitrary timedelay (OAT) filter [11.80, 81] reduces this selection
to a simple formula for linear vibrations that depends
on the natural frequency and damping ratio of those
modes to be eliminated from the response. The simplicity of implementation is illustrated in Fig. 11.12, where
the relationships between the filter parameters and the
mode parameters are
1
M
.2 cos .!d Td / e!n Td /
coefficient 2 D
M
e2!n Td
coefficient 3 D
M
M D 1  2 cos .!d Td / e!n Td
coefficient 1 D

C e2!n Td
p
!d D !n 1   2 D damped natural frequency
!n D undamped natural frequency
 D damping ratio
Td D time delay selected, an integer
number of samples :
(11.84)

Fig. 11.11 Impulse response of a shaper and the effect on a vibra-

tory system. Time is normalized by the intersample time Ts and Td ,
chosen such that  D Td =Ts is an integer

Note that the formulation here is oriented toward
digital systems with fixed sampling intervals such that
the time delay of the filter is adjusted to an integer
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Fig. 11.12 Block diagram representation of the command shaping

algorithm

Command Generation for Flexible Link Arms
via Inverse Dynamics
In contrast to the scant system knowledge required for
command shaping, the inverse dynamics of a flexible arm requires a great deal of knowledge about the
system. The creation of an appropriate model was discussed above. An assumed modes model, for example,
is well adapted to inverse dynamics if the rigid coordinates are not the joint angles, but the angles between
lines connecting the joint axes (where it is assumed that
joints are rotational). In this case, the desired end-ofarm motion can be expressed solely in terms of rigid
variables, that is, the same variables qd used in the flexible joint case, and the desired flexible variables are
found from the second-order equations driven by the
known rigid positions and velocities. The remaining
difficulty is the unstable zero dynamics of the system.
For the purposes of introduction, only the linear situation will be treated here in the fashion of [11.83].
First, the rigid coordinates and their derivatives are
found from the desired end-of-arm motion profile. The
flexible equations are separated into causal stable zeros
and anticausal unstable zeros, and the stable inverse is
solved forward in time. Physically the motion response
responds after the torque inputs. The computational
input however is the response and the torque is calculated as an output, so no physical laws are violated
in solving the anticausal portion beginning at the final time when flexible coordinates are specified to be
zero and proceeding to the initial time and beyond.
In fact, the exact solution extends from negative infinity (where the anticausal solution decays) to positive
infinity (where the causal solution decays). For realistic dynamics, the necessary time for the input is only
slightly more than the motion time for the end of the
arm because the zeros are often quite far from the origin in both directions. If the end-of-arm motion begins
at time zero, shortly before that, the joint torques begin to pre-shape the flexible links without moving the
end of arm. Similarly, when the end of the arm reaches
its final position, the joint torques must release the
arm deflection in a manner that is not seen from the

Fig. 11.13 A large flexible linking arm with command shaping
Generated joint trajectory
Joint angle (rad)
1.06

Displacement (in)
50

0.85

40
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–0.21

0
0
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Fig. 11.14 Inverse dynamics driven motion of a single-link flexible

arm

end of arm (or any other chosen output location). Figure 11.14 shows the example from Kwon [11.84] for
VIDEO 778 shows the bea single-link arm and the
havior improvement.
Since inversion of the flexible plant as described
earlier containing nonminimum phase or unstable zeros can result in an anticausal input torque to achieve
an arbitrary trajectory, it is appropriate to look for other
trajectories with special characteristics that avoid these
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number of sampling intervals. Command shaping has
been applied to a wide range of flexible systems including disk drives, cranes, and large robot arms, such as
VIDEO 777 ) as shown in
the example by CAMotion (
Fig. 11.13. Note that this example contains a flexible
drive belt, effectively a flexible joint, as well as flexible links that contribute to the compliance of the lowest
mode that is quenched with an OAT filter.
Adaptive versions of command shaping have also
been demonstrated. A version oriented toward repetitive
motion applications is presented in [11.82].
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problems. The location of zeros are dependent on where
on the flexible link the trajectory is specified. De Luca
et al. studied the one flexible link rotational arm and the
migration of zeros as the point of interest is shifted from
tip to joint. They utilize a point where zeros are nonexistent as the output point, a point that enables inversion
to proceed without the causality problem [11.85–87].
When this point reaches the desired angle with zero
deflection, the end point will also be at the desired angle. Joint velocity and deflection velocities must also
be brought to zero resulting in a rest-to-rest motion
completed in specified time and with no residual oscillations. The cited references show the equivalence of
this development in the time or frequency domain for
linear systems. For a two link arm (only the forearm is
flexible), the nonlinear behavior demanded a time domain approach [11.86].
De Luca and Di Giovanni [11.85] address rest-torest motion of a single flexible link and carries through
an example for a single flexible mode. The later reference [11.87] also provides experimental results for
VIDEO 779 ) is available. The
which a brief video (
strength of this approach is its relative simplicity in
achieving the desired final position described by a single polynomial. The degree of the single polynomial
required to meet all the boundary conditions is 4ne C 3
where ne is the number of flexible modes. One difficulty is the inability to efficiently constrain the peak
torque required. Torque profiles developed in this simplest of strategies have high peaks but for most of the
trajectory (at start and end) are relatively low. Hence
the peak torque capabilities of the actuator may not be
efficiently used. It is not necessary for a single polynomial to describe the entire trajectory, of course, but the
complexity of developing the response without zeros
becomes more challenging for piece wise polynomials,
and arises from meeting all the boundary conditions on
polynomial segments. The nonlinear case arising from
a two link arm with the forearm flexible [11.86] provides further exploration of the inversion approach for
flexible arms.
The model employed by De Luca varies slightly
since deflection is measured from an axis passing
through the dynamic center of mass of the flexible arm
as shown in Fig. 11.15, not the tangent to the neutral
axis of the beam at the rotary actuator. This modifies the
boundary conditions on the shape equation and hence
the mode shapes. For an introduction, a single flexible
link is considered here. Variables are defined as follows:




J0 , Jp : rotary inertia of the rotary actuator, tip payload, respectively
mp : mass of the tip payload





; c ; t : angles through center of mass, tangent to
actuated end, and through tip, respectively
x: axis through the center of mass (COM)
y: deflection perpendicular to x.

Consider the case with no damping on the modes.
While modal damping is readily incorporated, its typically low values justify an abbreviated treatment here
for the sake of space and simplicity. The output y specified is the sum of the angle (to the center of mass), the
angular velocity, deflections and deflection rate, each
times appropriate gains. These gains are found by specifying the transfer function from joint torque to y to be
of maximum relative degree, i. e., it has no zeros. Equivalently, the successive derivatives of y do not explicitly
involve the torque until the .2ne C1/-th derivative. Note
that these characteristics ascribed to differentially flat
systems may yield a more complete understanding of
this approach [11.88, 89],
y.s/
K
;
D 2 Qne  2
2
.s/
s
iD1 s C !i
KD

ne
1Y
!2 :
J iD1 i

When transformed to the time domain, the resulting
form of the torque based on derivatives of the desired
output will be
d .t/ D Qne

"

J

iD1

!i2

yd2.ne C1/ .t/ C

2n
e 1
X

#
˛i y.iC2/
.t/
d

:

iD0

The ˛i values are readily found from the convolution
of the polynomial or expansion of the denominator of.
y.s/=.s/. But what must be used for yd ? With the given
definition of y, the desired value of yd for the rest-to-rest
trajectory will be achieved by creating an interpolating
trajectory with the desired initial and final values of yd
mp

Y

Jp
x

CoM
y
θt
J0

θ

θc
X

Fig. 11.15 A definition of variables for the causal inversion
of De Luca
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Feedback Control of Flexible Links
Flexibility in the links is in some cases controlled in the
same way as concentrated flexibility in joints. Herein
the focus is on approaches that apply specifically to
link flexibility; consequently the use of Kalman filtering
to estimate tip position and other broadly used techniques are not reexamined. A long history of research
a) Torque (N m)

on this topic exists. Cannon and Schmitz [11.90], Truckenbrot [11.91], and others showed that these techniques
work for flexible link arms and that the noncollocated
nature of the system aggravates the sensitivity to modeling errors.
Strain measurements provide a valuable indication
of the state of a flexible link, and strain rate, obtained from filtered differentiation of the typically noisy
strain signal, was shown by Hastings and Book [11.92]
to be an appropriate way of overcoming the limitations imposed by purely joint feedback control. Yuan
et al. [11.93] produced an adaptive version of strain-rate
feedback.
Strain measurements readily lend themselves to calculation of the modal amplitudes, and the number of
appropriately placed strain gage measurements N can
be equal to the number of mode amplitudes to be evaluated. In this case, no estimation algorithm is necessary,
although filtering is usually needed. If the mode shape
'i of a beam is known, strain is proportional to the second derivative of 'i
ˇ
@2 'i ˇˇ
˛ij D
:
(11.85)
@x2 ˇxj
By inverting the coefficient matrix thus formed, it is
simple to obtain the amplitude of N modes as
0 1 0
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˛11
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@ :: A @ ::
ıN
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:
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(11.86)
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and derivatives of yd at the initial and final times that are
zero. The number of derivatives to set equal to zero are
at least 2ne C 1, but it may be preferred to set additional
derivatives equal to zero to obtain a smoother torque at
the ends of the trajectory. As explained in [11.85] this is
a transformation of states that results also in the desired
rest-to-rest behavior of the joint angle, the deflection
and their derivatives. For more robustness, the feedforward command should be supplemented with feedback
control, for example a simple PD or PID control of the
joint angle to follow yd .
Shown in Fig. 11.16 are the torque and resulting
bending deflection for a 2:2 s move using this combination on a single link flexible arm [11.87].
To best comprehend these results, some details of
the flexible arm in the experiment are needed. The
desired trajectory was defined by a polynomial of degree 19. The arm length was 0:655 m, of sheet steel
2 mm thick and 51 mm wide, directly driven by a DC
motor with inertia of 1:888 103 kg m2 and no tip
mass. The resulting natural frequencies were 14.4, 13.2
and 69:3 Hz with damping ratios of 0.0001, 0.001, and
0.008, respectively. Frequency errors of the model were
less than 1%. Friction compensation was applied based
on static and viscous models of the friction under continuous rotation.
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Additional attention is necessary if beam torsion is
a significant part of the mode deflection, but the principle still applies. Active control of high-frequency
modes may not be warranted, and feedback of the one or
two lowest-frequency modes can be managed by classical or state-space design techniques to increase the
damping of that mode.
The use of the measurement of the end-of-arm position has perpetual appeal and is very effective for
rigid arms for the elimination of variability due to arm
distortion and the change over time of arm calibration. Machine vision can eliminate uncertainty in the
target position as well as the arm position. These approaches are plagued by the noncollocated and hence
non-minimum-phase dynamics of link flexibility, however, and may require particular caution. Wang and
Vidyasagar [11.94] proposed an alternative formulation of EOA measurements in the control formulation
that he called the reflected tip position. For a rotating
link of angle  and length l, the deflected position is
l Cı while the reflected tip position l ı is minimum
phase. This combination of joint and tip measure-

ments produced the desired undeflected position but
would not serve for EOA tracking control. Obergfell
and Book [11.95] synthesized an output based on strain
feedback combined with EOA position that allowed
tracking control as well. They first produced a passive
system with deflection feedback obtained from optical
measurements of the link deflection, and then devised
a traditional feedback control of the tip position measured by machine vision of the large two link arm
shown in Fig. 11.17 for the experimental robot RALF
(robot arm long and flexible). Figures 11.18 and 11.19
compare the path for a large square traced in a plane
with only the deflection feedback and with both deflection and EOA position feedback.
Robust Estimation
for Flexible Link Systems
The state feedback algorithms readily designed for linear flexible link systems are dependent on information
about states that cannot be directly measured and are
theoretically infinite in number. Truncation of the states
to represent the most dominant low frequency modes
is a ready solution to the second problem and state
estimators or observers present a viable approach to
the first problem. (Estimator and observer are commonly used interchangeably, but the term observer is
more common will be used in this section.) For linear systems a Luenberger observer or the stochastically
based Kalman filter are commonly used. Unfortunately,
observers require an accurate system model or the estimates may be poor and the observer, a dynamic system
Tip y-position (m)
5.24

5.22

5.2

5.18

5.16

5.14

Fig. 11.17 Robotic arm large and flexible (RALF) used in

EOA feedback experiments

–1.84

–1.82

–1.8

–1.78
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Tip x-position (m)

Fig. 11.18 Path followed without EOA position feedback.
(Commanded trajectory is a square partially shown in light
brown. Actual trajectory shown in dark brown)
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n

o
O z
xR p D ˇ.p/Œ˚Œ!   ˇ.p/Œ˚ŒC
˚
C ˇ.p/Œ˚Œ˚T Q u ;
2

where xRp is the acceleration in the direction perpendicular to the beam axis, ˚ is the matrix of eigenvectors, z
is the state vector, composed of joint motion as well as
beam deflections, p is the location of the sensor along
the beam axis, ! 2 is the diagonal matrix of natural
frequencies squared, CO is the modal damping matrix,
ˇ.p/ expresses the sensor motion in terms of the modal
states variables, and Q relates the input to the system
states.
As Post [11.96] has explained, the ability of a given
sensor to detect a mode depends on the amplitude of the
mode at the sensor location. Overall the singular values of the observability grammian, also used for testing
the system observability, is a reasonable but not perfect
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of order as high as the order of the system itself, may
even be unstable. Hence the robustness of the state observer is a critical subject for the control of flexible
link systems. The quality of the control is ultimately
the best measure of the quality of the estimator. Robust
observer design has been the subject of considerable research and, in large part, mirrors the development of
robust controllers. This is natural since an observer is
a dynamic system which, like the plant itself, can be
controlled to achieve a desired outcome. Control effort of the observer is utilized to drive convergence of
the estimated outputs of the observer to the measured
outputs of the real system. Hence research on estimators based on H-infinity, fuzzy logic, neural network,
sliding mode, adaptive, and other design techniques
abound. In this chapter, two types of observers will be
discussed: sliding mode observers and multiple model
observers.
For all observers the placement of sensors is crucial and for estimation of multiple modes it is desirable,
although not theoretically essential, to use multiple sensors. Joint sensors (position and velocity) are typically
available for general pose (joint) control, but for deflection sensing strain gages and accelerometers are
currently most appropriate. The MEMS accelerometers now readily available and inexpensive will be the
principle choice here. Strain gages are more fragile
and generally provide more complex readings of the
mode behavior. Accelerometers are complicated by the
fact that acceleration is not dependent on just states z
which include the mode amplitudes and their derivatives, but also on the input u creating the link motion.
Acceleration measurement of a point p on the link
is affected by both the states z and the input u as
follows,
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Fig. 11.19 Path followed with EOA feedback from camera.

(Commanded trajectory is a square partially shown in light
brown. Actual trajectory shown in dark brown)

metric. A robust measurement requires the placement
of sensors so as to avoid nodes (zero crossings) of the
modes to be sensed even when parameters of the system change or are inaccurate. A single sensor (strain
gage or accelerometer) is much more likely to have this
problem than multiple sensors. The next sections depend on suitably placed sensors. For those modes not
being controlled, one should minimize their influence
by placing sensors near the node of those modes. This
helps to avoid spillover of these modes that interferes
with the system as approximated.
Parametric Errors in System Model
Parametric errors are inaccuracies in the parameters of
a model with an accurate representation of the system structure. For flexible link systems this might arise
from inaccurate payload mass, stiffness values, stiffness distribution, boundary conditions, etc., all of which
lead to inaccurate mode shapes, natural frequencies
and input coefficients. Errors are inevitable to some
degree. As a consequence of parametric errors, one
of the most powerful results of linear feedback control of estimated states, the separation principle which
says the design of the observer does not change the
eigenvalues of the controlled system and vice versa, is
compromised. The rapid convergence of observer error
to zero will in general not occur with parametric error. The net effect is a major blow to the effectiveness
of the classical Luenberger observer. The Kalman filter, which optimizes observer gains under conditions of
Gaussian process and measurement noise, is likewise
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compromised. Without good state estimates the effectiveness of the powerful state feedback approaches are
in jeopardy.
One currently popular tack to improve the robustness of observers is the sliding mode observer. There
are several variations of this approach, and the technique by Wallcot and Zak [11.97, 98] was followed by
Post [11.96] in exploring the consequences of parametric error. As typical, a sliding surface is defined which is
intended to guide the estimate error to zero. The reaching phase moves from the initial error state to the sliding
surface and when that surface is crossed the sign on the
control changes. This rapid switching may be modified
by establishing a boundary layer near the switching surface that substitutes a linear behavior.
In this section, we will use z as the state vector, zO
as its estimate, L as the feedback of the observer, y as
the measurement and KS as the sliding mode gain. The
hat on a variable will generally denote its estimate and
an over dot its time derivative. The symbol  preceeding a symbol indicates the variation of the true system
parameter from its model. The linear plant model is
thus
zP D Az C Bu I

y D Cz C Du :

The equation approaching the switching surface is
zPO D AOz C Bu C L.y  yO / C Ks sgn.y  yO / :
When the boundary layer is included, the control
is changed in a region near the switching surface where the design is essentially a conventional
linear observer. For present purposes we will not
employ a boundary layer but examine the pure
sliding mode case, for which the error equation
is
eP D A0 e  Ks sgn .Ce/ C Az C Bu ;
which clearly has a steady state error solution that is
not zero except in the case that Az D Bu which
tends to occur when the overall system comes to rest.
Thus the convergence of the sliding mode observer has
similar issues found with the conventional linear observers. They can be stable but can converge to the
wrong steady state value leading to error, particularly
after the observer’s state estimates should have converged to the slower changing system state. However,
when the overall plant reaches steady state and z D 0,
u D 0, the observer error will also converge to zero. In
contrast, the usual intent is to design the observer to
quickly converge to the true state estimate in order to
appropriately control the plant.

Successful Estimation
with Model Parameter Uncertainty
Models are seldom, if ever, exact in their representation
of a physical system. In addition to error in parameter identification, parameters can change with time and
operating conditions. For example, robots acquire and
release payloads and move to different poses which
may change parameters. As reported before, convergence of state observers is adversely affected by these
changes which can lead to poor performance and even
instability. In a recent work, Post [11.96] described
a multiple model estimation scheme that successfully
overcomes these limitations for a flexible link robot in
both simulation and experiment. Other authors, e.g.,
Chalhoub and Kfoury [11.99] have used fuzzy logic
techniques to address the needs for improving sliding
mode observers.
Since the true state of the system is not known, the
steady state estimation error cannot be calculated, but
if it is known to exist, Post has shown it to be proportional to parameter error. Hence multiple models based
on a different set of sensors can be used to establish
which is most accurate. The difference in estimated
states based on two sensor selections ız .t/ D zO s1  zO s2
is then a metric for choosing between alternative observers in an array of observers with different assumed
parameters.
The observers themselves (conventional Luenberger observers or Kalman filters) have the form

zPO s1 .t/ D AOzs1 .t/ C Bu.t/ C Ls1 ys1 .t/  yO s1 .t/ ;
where zOs1 is the estimate of the state vector z using the
sensor array 1, A is the plant matrix, B is the input matrix, Ls1 is the gain matrix to be designed, ys1 is the
sensor measurement of sensor array 1, and yO s1 estimate
of sensor measurement of sensor array 1, and similarly
for sensor s2 . The difference between states and their
estimates converges rapidly (relative to the states themselves) to steady state and hence zPO s1  zPO s2 converges to
zero and hence
ız .t/ D 1 ŒAz.t/ C Bu
C 2 ŒCs1 z.t/ C Ds1 u.t/
C 3 ŒCs2 z.t/ C Ds2 u.t/
is found to be the steady state slowly changing (relative to the observer dynamics) difference in the two
observers based on sensors s1 and s2 . Here, the i are
constant matrices based on the model parameters and
not the true values of the system.  indicates the deviation of the true matrices from the model’s matrices
following that symbol. Note that subscripts s1 and s2
indicate different sensors involved in the measurement
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and feed through matrices C and D, respectively. Also
note that this equation is somewhat complicated by the
feedthrough matrices occurring due to the use of accelerometers to sense the motion.
Incorporating the specific representation of a linear
flexible manipulator, the equations are
0.nn/
zP D
2
!.nn/

ẑ E1 (t)
mµ 0.20 kg

1 .psi /; : : : ;

O

n .psi / ˚.nn/ Q.nn/ u

w1 (t)

max

Index

ẑ E2 (t)
E2
mµ 0.225 kg

Payload
array

Payload
estimate

w2 (t)
ẑ E3 (t)

E3
mµ 0.25 kg

O denotes the
where CO denotes modal damping and Q
modal forcing coefficient. The sensor’s output is
n
2
ySi D  Œ1; 1 .psi /; : : : ; n .psi / ˚.nn/ !.nn/
o
 Œ1; 1 .psi /; : : : ; n .psi / ˚.nn/ CO .nn/ z
C Œ1;

y (t)

E1




I.nn/
0.nm/
z
C
O .nm/ u ;
CO .nn/
Q

:

Let ˇSi D Œ1; 1 .psi /; : : : ; n .psi / and one can attribute
to the sub-matrices the parametric change matrices
.Az.t/ C Bu/ D

 h

i
0.nn/
O z.t/ C Qu.t/
O
! 2  C
;
I.nn/
.CSi z.t/ C DSi u/ D
h

i
O
ˇSi ˚ ! 2  CO z.t/ C Qu.t/
;


0
ız .t/ D 1 .nn/ C 2 ˇs1 ˚ C 3 ˇs2 ˚
I.nn/

i
h
O z.t/ C Qu
O ;
 ! 2  C
which will be coalesced to give
ız .t/ D .2nn/ .t/ ;
where it can be seen that  consists of known model
parameters and  is an unknown metric of parameter
errors that can’t be solved from this equation. However,
using the pseudo inverse we can produce a least squares
metric m .t/ which evaluates the relative accuracy of
two observers based on different models

w3 (t)
Best state
estimate
ẑ

ẑ E4 (t)
E4
mµ 0.275 kg

State
estimate
selection

w4 (t)
ẑ E5 (t)

E5
mµ 0.30 kg

w5 (t)

Fig. 11.20 Flow chart for the multiple model switching adaptive estimator (MMSAE)

based on a given model, then the estimate zO i from that
observer was used. Figure 11.21 shows schematically
the flow inside the estimator blocks E1 through E5 . The
parameter varied in Post’s experiments was arm payload. Multiple parameters could be varied but would
lead to a higher dimensional formulation and potenyS1

ẑ i

ET
yS2

E2

ẑ 2
+

yS3

E3

ẑ 3

–

wi

Weight
scaling

Fig. 11.21 Estimation module with weight scaling
Belt drives

Control
interface

.T /1 T ız .t/ D m .t/ :
The smaller the norm of m .t/, the more accurate the
observer based on a given model is expected to be.
While various methods of using m .t/ can be contrived, Post [11.96] utilized a switching approach he
referred to as the multiple model switching adaptive
estimator (MMSAE), visualized in Fig. 11.20. The
weighting value wi is based on mi .t/ for the observer
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Fig. 11.22 Gantry robot used in MMSAE experiments (after

Post [11.96])
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tially many estimators numbering NT D N1 N2    Np for
the variation of p parameters, each with Ni values represented.
Post [11.96] conducted experiments with a linear
model of the gantry robot as illustrated in Fig. 11.22
and schematically modeled in Fig. 11.23, with the parameters given in Table 11.1 and sensor placements at
0.015, 0.25, and 0:42 m from the actuated end of the
beam. He compared:





VIDEO 780 ).
Conventional PID (
Fixed gain linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) plus
VIDEO 781 ).
Luenberger state space designs (
MMSAE design observers and LQR controls. Five
potential payloads were chosen with spacing in even
increments between 0.2 and 0:3 kg, i. e., an endpoint mass between 0.35 and 0.55.

The penalty matrices were kept the same for the
LQR controls but the resulting gains changed based on
the model employed by the MMSAE selection. While
various measures of performance could be demonstrated involving somewhat arbitrary selection of conxb

xc
Cb

Kb
S1

S2
S3

Fig. 11.23 Schematic of gantry robot model
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Stability with various payloads.
Cycle completion time, with requirements for settling of vibration amplitude at prescribed stops.
Variation of cycle times with changing payloads.

Since reasonable work cycles often pick up and
drop off payloads, the test included these operations.
Cycle times are graphed in Fig. 11.24. The light bars
show the cycle times for the complete cycle with segments of the task carrying the payload and others with
the gripper empty. The dark bars show operation with
no payload carried and only the gripper mass present for
the entire cycle. In addition to the pair of bars labeled
PID and MMSAE (with obvious meanings) are pairs labeled SS 0.25 through SS 0.40. These latter labels refer
to the designed-for tip mass (payload plus gripper). The
most obvious message from this figure is that the state
space control is a vast improvement over PID, reducing
cycle time by about 90%. What is not obvious from this
figure is that some means of gain change is needed to
accommodate the payload variations. With a designedfor tip mass of 0:45 kg and above, the operation without
payload was unstable. This is still below the actual tip
mass of 0:5 kg. Hence MMSAE was essential for a successful completion of the task with these design criteria
(i. e., LQR penalty matrices and resulting gains). The
exact tip mass does not need to be known, only the
range of masses. The near identical cycle times with
and without the additional payload seen on the chart for
MMSAE is also a practical advantage.

11.2.4 Further Reading

mp

140

troller types, controller gains and metrics, the following
characteristics are considered most critical:

MMSAE SS 0.20 SS 0.25 SS 0.30 SS 0.35 SS 0.40

Fig. 11.24 Cycle times with implemented control methods

The topic of flexible link robot control is widely covered with papers on modeling and control. The reader
wishing to probe further may want to begin with a paper
giving some perspective on the nature of the problem.
This was the goal of Book in [11.100]. Progress to date
in this field from the theoretical perspective is signifiTable 11.1 Parameters of the gantry robot model
Parameter
Payload (mt )
Cart mass (mc )
Arm length (L)
Elastic modulus (E)
Density ( )
Area moment (I)
Belt stiffness (Kb )
Cart damper (Cd )
Structural damping coefficient ( )

Value
0.281
10
0.42
7 1010
2700
1:0114 1010
2:1814 105
100
0.0005

Unit
kg
kg
m
N=m
kg=m3
m4
N=m
N s=m
N s=m
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Kwon [11.83, 84] in that it uses the frequency domain
and deals with nonzero initial conditions. The concept of using two time scales, a fast time scale for the
flexible dynamics and a slow time scale for the rigid
dynamics, can be found in Siciliano and Book [11.106].
The singular perturbation approach was used earlier by
Spong for elastic joint arms. Ghorbel and Spong also
consider flexible links and contact with a rigid environment in [11.107]. Achieving robustness is a problem,
particularly with end-point sensors. Sliding mode control [11.108] and passivity-based control [11.109] address this problem in effective but widely varying ways.
While these seem to be the more promising methods
of control, one will find many more approaches to this
challenging control problem. H1 , adaptive, fuzzy, and
other controllers have all been applied with varying degrees of success.

Video-References
VIDEO 133
VIDEO 134
VIDEO 135
VIDEO 136
VIDEO 770
VIDEO 777
VIDEO 778
VIDEO 779
VIDEO 780
VIDEO 781

Cartesian impedance control with damping off
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/133
Cartesian impedance control with damping on
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/134
Control laws for a single-link arm with an elastic joint
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/135
Feedforward/feedback law for path tracking with a KUKA KR15/2 robot
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/136
Trajectory generation and control for a KUKA IR 161/60 robot
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/770
Input shaping on a lightweight gantry robot
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/777
Inverse dynamics control for a flexible link
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/778
Rest-to-rest motion for a flexible link
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/779
PID response to impulse in presence of link flexibility
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/780
State feedback response to impulse in presence of link flexibility
available from http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/11/videodetails/781
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